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Women In A Mans World: Two Views
“Of all the things that have life and sense, we women are
the most hapless creatures. . . .”
—Euripides' MEDEA, 431 B.C.
3 eing born a woman was an anathema to
Medea. She voices the plight of women in
a man’s world and she speaks with deep
feeling about the sorrows and restraints
which society puts upon women. Medea is
overwhelmed by the circumstances of her
existence and tire roles to which she finds
herself confined. She allows herself to be
manipulated by circumstances as they ex¬
ist, not by how they might be positively
changed to work for her. Eventually, she
becomes a bondswoman to self-deprecation
and revenge. She is obsessed by the in¬
ability to look beyond transient limitations.
Medea finally becomes the victim of her own
desperation and of her refusal to face life
head on. Although she was a fighter, her
indiscretion led her into all the wrong-
battles.
“Women have that human touch . . . They are more sym¬
pathetic and quicker thinkers on their feet. . . .”
—Georgia Dwelle Rooks, MD—March 21, 1940
^\ccepting life as it came to her was an
anathema to Georgia Dwelle Rooks. At the
age of 92, she knows everything about being
born a woman. She has never allowed her¬
self the luxury of Medea’s inability to deal
with the realities of life. Circumstances for
Dr. Dwelle have always been finely-honed
targets at which she has directed the full
force of her energies. The founder of At¬
lanta’s first lying-in obstetrical hospital for
black women, she has always been an adroit
fighter for adequate minority medical care.
She is one of the finest examples in our time
of a liberated woman who refused to accept
tradition-bound roles for women and espe¬
cially for black women. It may be said that
Health Careers at Spelman College began
with Dr. Dwelle.
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BLACK WOMEN AND HEALTH CAREERS
The Spelman Story
W lien Georgia Dwelle left Spelman
in 1900 to enter Meharry Medical Col¬
lege in Nashville, Tennessee, she went with
far less formal pre-medical preparation
than did Wyndolyn Crutchfield, a junior
student, who entered Meharry last fall
after completing a three-year pre-medical
sequence designed to accelerate the studies
of gifted Spelman students in the Natural
Sciences.
During Georgia’s first two years at Me¬
harry, she had to take extra studies at Wal¬
den University and receive special tutoring
after school hours. It was a strenuous, de¬
manding schedule for the young woman,
but despite the odds she perservered. In
1904 she completed the work for the MD
degree with honors. She returned to her
native Georgia, took the State Board and
passed with the high average of 98—the
highest score made of the 102 aspirants
taking the examination. So unusual was
this record that the Woman’s Boston Jour¬
nal carried an account of this exceptional
accomplishment under the caption “What
A Woman Can Do.”
After practicing for two years in her
home town of Augusta, Georgia, Dr. Dwelle
moved to Atlanta, She visited the slums of
the city and saw the squalor and depriva¬
tion in which black citizens were living. She
then realized that she must first set up a
place with sanitary conditions for her ob¬
stetrical work. She rented a room, cleaned
it thoroughly and put a couple of beds in
it. This was the beginning of the Dwelle
Infirmary which later became an obstetri¬
cal hospital that ran successfully for over
27 years.
Although there have been many improve¬
ments and changes at Spelman since the
time of Dr. Dwelle, her concern for and in¬
volvement in the preparation of competent
black women physicians and para-medics
continues uninterrupted in the innovative
Health Careers Program which the College
maintains. The program reflects the origi¬
nal design of such pioneering Spelman stu¬
dents, as well as teachers and administra¬
tors, to increase the number and calibre of
black women entering the health profes¬
sions.
However, before the formal pre-medical
curriculum sequences were initiated in Jan¬
uary, 1971 for students interested in medi¬
cine, dentistry or any other health career,
there were many Spelman women, who in
the “Dwelle Tradition” made their own
way into the all-but-closed areas of health
care for minorities, especially for the poor,
The present success of the well-structured
health careers curriculum at the college
rests in large part on their legacy.
Shelby Boynton Robinson, ’04, was
the second Spelman graduate to finish Me¬
harry Medical College and later distin¬
guished herself as the first medical exami-
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Georgia Dwelle's Infirmary as it looked in 1907. Located on Atlanta's Boulevard Drive, N.E.,
the hospital ran successfully for over 27 years.
nor for the Atlanta Public School System,
appointed to the position in 1909.
Emma Yongebloed was brought to Spel-
man from the Congo in the early 1900’s in
the special charge of Miss Nora Cordon.
Miss Gordon had graduated from Spelman
in 1888 and had left Atlanta almost directly
for Africa as one of the earliest black mis¬
sionaries to go to that continent. Emma was
a young child whose native name was Zinga.
She had always wanted to be a nurse. Her
sister Suluka, who had come to America
several years before Emma, had already
finished the Spelman high school and was
now studying at Meharry to be a doctor.
She wanted to return to Africa as a medi¬
cal missionary.
After Emma completed the grammar and
high school divisions at Spelman, she en¬
tered the nurse training department at
Meharry. Immediately she proved that she
had unusual ability as a nurse, and both
Suluka and Emma graduated with high
honors. But bitter disappointment was
waiting for them. Emma was eager to start
at once for Africa. Suluka married a doctor
and the tin*ee had a beautiful plan that
Suluka and her husband would be the doc¬
tors and Emma the nurse in their own hos¬
pital. When they told the missionary so¬
ciety that they were ready to go, the so¬
ciety replied: “We have no money to send
you back.” The three did not have enough
money to pay their passage to Africa, nor
were their friends able to send them. In
sorrow they decided that they would have
to remain in America.
Suluka and her husband went to the then
rural area of Fort Valley, Georgia to medi¬
cally assist poor and needy black people
there and Emma went to work in a hospital
in Tennessee. All three rendered invalu¬
able service until their deaths; very often
Suluka and her husband never earned
enough to cover their living expenses.
Times have not been easy for the more
than twenty Spelman women who have en¬
dured financial hardship as well as racial
and sexual discrimination to pursue ca¬
reers m medicine. Their stories tell of the
“Please let me study to be a nurse; the poor people in
Africa need me.”
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“Within the past decade women have been coming into
their own in almost every profession, but there is no pro¬
fession that I consider higher from a standpoint of service
rendered to humanity than medicine. The need is great
for competent women physicians. In this, as in other pro¬
fessions, competency is of utmost importance. Many op¬
portunities are available, or may be made more so, if and
when women adequately prepare themselves to fill them.
The Negro health problem is the greatest we have; there¬
fore, we need to concentrate on it.”
strength, discipline and courage that they
shared in the face of incredible odds.
Dr. Effie O’Neal Ellis is an energetic
grandmother now, but when she came to
Spelman in 1929, she was a quiet girl with
her mind set on a medical career. Effie was
a brilliant student who finished Spelman
with honors and went on to receive masters
degrees in biology from Atlanta University
and the University of Illinois. At the latter
institution, she also was awarded the MD
degree. Today, she is a nationally-known
authority on the health and nutritional
problems of the poor and the first black
woman ever to hold administrative or ex¬
ecutive office within the American Medical
Association. Her duties include attempts to
extend health care to the poor and disad¬
vantaged, both young and old, in cities and
rural areas.
“I've always liked people and doing things for them,
that’s why I chose a medical career.”
Virginia, Rose Hannon finished Spelman
College with first honors in June, 1934. Her
major had been French and her minors
English and history. She loved languages
and felt that they opened a whole new
world of communication to her and so she
went on to earn the MA degree in French
from Atlanta University. But Virginia was
an active, gregarious young woman who
welcomed social responsibility and in 1942
she received a masters degree in social
work with distinction from the Simmons
School of Social Work in Boston, Massa¬
chusetts.
As a case worker, Miss Hannon was
overwhelmed by the extent of poverty and
disease that she saw among black people
in America and abroad. She decided to con¬
centrate all of her energies on the pioneer¬
ing medical work begun by members of her
family earlier in Atlanta. Her' aunt, Sadye
Harris, had also graduated from Spelman
and had pursued a career in nursing. She
had married a physician, Dr. Charles W.
Powell, and together in 1928 they had
founded the first, and for many years there¬
after, the only private hospital facility for
black people in Atlanta.
Miss Hannon’s work at the hospital and
later as a social worker inspired an interest
in hygiene and in the mid-1960’s she went
to Harvard University to do specialized
work in the science of hygiene, concentrat¬
ing on epidemiology. In 1968 she received
the doctor of science degree in hygiene
from that university. Her extensive and
thorough research and work now continues
in the field of epidemiology at the Rockland
Mental Hospital in Orangeburg, New York.
It seems that all of these young women
were saying to themselves as George Ber¬
nard Shaw has Adam say to Eve in his
play, “Back to Methusaleh”: “I want to
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be different, to be better; to begin again
and again. ...”
They all represent human nature at its
distinctive best in the Spelman woman —
her zealous concern for the welfare of
others. For each Spelman woman cited
here, a hundred others share her story.
An excellent case in point is Dr. Eleanor
Ison Franklin, who now heads the more
than four-thousand-member Spelman Na¬
tional Alumnae Association. Dr. Franklin
majored in biology at Spelman and after
graduation stayed on as an instructor in
the discipline. She left in 1949 to do grad¬
uate study at the University of Wisconsin
and returned to Spelman again in 1951.
When she received a fellowship from the
Rockefeller Foundation for doctoral study
at the University of Wisconsin, she chose
the areas of endocrinology and medical
physiology. After completing her studies
for the doctorate, Dr. Franklin went to
work with predominantly rural black Ala¬
bama students. Later, she joined the faculty
of the Medical School of Howard Univer¬
sity where her outstanding abilities as a
teacher and a researcher won for her the
position of associate dean for administra¬
tion and professor, Department of Physiol¬
ogy and Biophysics. There she daily
touches the lives of young black women
and men who are committed to improving
the availability of first-rate health care for
all people in this country.
The history of Spelman’s concern for
and improvement of the quality of health
care for the poor and for minorities began
during the school year 1891-92, when nurse
training became a part of the curriculum.
The medical care of the students was also
improved at this time by the addition of
two small buildings joined together and
called Everts Ward. These rooms con¬
tained an operating room, surgical ward,
“It simply cannot be measured—the sense of accom¬
plishment and pleasure 1 felt, motivating and sharing my
knowledge with those young black women, my sisters.
Those are the minds that will nature the race. It was hard
to pull away from them."
Entrance to the MacVicar Infirmary
medical ward, classroom, closets, and bath¬
room. The money for it was given by a
Northern lady and came through Dr. Everts
of Chicago, an active Spelman supporter.
In 1900 Mr. John D. Rockefeller au¬
thorized major building construction and
renovation on the Spelman campus. In¬
cluded was the erection of a hospital to be
named MacVicar in honor of Dr. Malcolm
MacVicar, Superintendent of Education of
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Dr. Jacqueline Kirby, C’68, completed a five-year
course of study at Meharry Medical College in
June, 1973, and was graduated with the MD de¬
gree, and the MS degree in pharmacology. Earlier,
in the summer of 1972, she elected to study cardi¬
ology at Emory University Medical College in
order to fulfill the requirement that she study elec¬
tive courses. Jacqueline was one of 800 students
applying for the 40 available internships in internal
medicine at Emory and was one of the 40 students,
and the only woman, admitted to this program.
The Emory intern program is structured to give
doctors a wide variety of experience. Dr. Kirby is
presently interning at the Veterans Administration
Hospital (where she is shown here) for three
months, Grady Memorial Hospital for seven
months and at Emory University Hospital for two
months.
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the ABHMS who had been the architect
for the curriciilnm for nurse training. Its
chief purpose was to afford a school of
practice for students in training as nurses.
The by-laws adopted by tire Trustees in
1902 advised that the physicians for the
medical staff should be selected for fitness
and not color.
Nurse training at Spelman was discon¬
tinued in 1928 and the hospital became a
college facility serving only Spelman and
Morehouse students. Mrs. Ludie Andrews,
a product of the Spelman nurse training
program, was named the superintendent
of the hospital with two black doctors se¬
lected as college physicians. A consulting
staff of white physicians and surgeons was
retained.
Ludie Clay Andrews, NT’06, had become
Georgia’s first black registered nurse in
1919. She reportedly had refused earlier
certification when it was offered to her and
not to other qualified black nurses. She is
also credited with lowering the barriers to
blacks wishing to enter nursing through
court appeals and at considerable personal
expense. She founded and became the first
director of the training school for Negro
nurses at Grady Hospital in 1914, and
opened her first class in hygiene at Spel-
man in the same year at MacVicar.
Today historic MacVicar still houses the
general health care clinic for Spelman stu¬
dents directed by Atlanta physician, Dr.
Clinton E. Warner, as well as a new $60,-
000 federally and privately funded Family
Planning Clinic. The new clinic is largely
the result of the efforts of Dr. Audrey
Forbes Manley, distinguished pediatrician,
Spelman graduate and wife of President
Albert E. Manley, who also is assistant pro¬
fessor in the Departments of Pediatrics,
and Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
Emory University School of Medicine. It
will eventually service the more than 9,000
students, faculty and staff in the Atlanta
University Center.
Health Careers at Spelman involves a
wide range of health-related occupations.
Spelman women are not primed just to be
doctors and dentists; many are nurses,
medical librarians and social workers, phar¬
macists, physical therapists and hygienists.
Joyce Pitts Story, for example, is one of
only about 100 women on pharmacy school
faculties in the nation and one of only eight
black women in pharmacy education na¬
tionally. At Spelman she majored in chem¬
istry and is now working for the doctorate
in medicinal chemistry, teaching, and is the
director of minority recruitment for the
School of Pharmacy, University of Georgia.
“Blacks are . . . generally not exposed to the various
careers open to them. I am trying now to open new doors
to them (minorities) . . . to inform them of possibilities in
pharmacy and the related educational requirements.”
The Division of Natural Sciences, em¬
bracing the disciplines of biology, chem¬
istry and mathematics became functional
in July of 1972, with Dr. Shirley McBay as
chief of the Division. Students interested
in the study of medicine and dentistry now
have the following curriculum options:
1. IPS.Degree in Natural Sciences
A three year sequence at Spelman and
successful completion of the first year
of medical or dental school.
2. IPS. Degree in Natural Sciences
A four year sequence with a major in
either Biology, Chemistry, or Mathe¬
matics.
3. IPS. Degree in Biology, Chemistry, or
Mathematics
X pre-med, pre-dent four year sequence
with a major in either of the above.
4. IPS. Degree in Biology, Chemistry, or
Mathematics
A four year sequence.
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Presently tlie Health Careers Office is a
part of the College Counseling Services and
employs a full time Health Careers Coun¬
selor, Mrs. Ollie Manley C’70. The coun¬
selor assists students who are seeking
admission to graduate and professional
schools. She provides these students with
a repository of information concerning
financial and professional requirements,
catalogs, latest career options, available
films on relevant topics, field trips, guest
lecturers, and information about previous
graduates and fellow students.
Health Careers students participate in
summer programs which are designed to
give the students exposure to the real world
of work or study. Students participate in
programs at Fisk University, Harvard Uni¬
versity, University of Pennsylvania, Em¬
ory University, Smith-Kline-French Lab¬
oratories, University of Michigan, Atlanta
University Center Colleges, Center for
Disease Control, Argonne Laboratories,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, and a
number of hospitals in the Atlanta area.
A Health Careers Committee was orga¬
nized at the college in 1971, and consists of
thirteen members including the Chairman
of the Division of Natural Sciences, Direc¬
tor of Counseling Services, Health Educa¬
tor, Health Careers Counselor, Department
Chairmen from Chemistry, Biology, and
Mathematics and two faculty members
from the Humanities and Social Sciences.
The committee has a medical doctor who
is a Spelman graduate as its chairman. The
Dr. Juel Pate Borders Benson, C’54. eminent Obstetrician-Gynecologist of Atlanta, Georgia, valedictorian and
summa cum laude graduate of Spelman College, received the MD degree from Woman’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania. A Diplomate of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology, a Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons, and member of the Atlanta Medical Association, Dr. Borders maintains private practice
in the Wheat Street Towers. An indefatigable worker, Dr. Borders volunteers for service in many civic, cultural
and religious organizations. She continues to work in the Wheat Street Baptist Church, pastored by her dis¬
tinguished father, the Reverend William Holmes Borders. As sponsor of the Julia Pate Borders Memorial
Nurses’ Guild (established in memory of her late mother, an outstanding Spelman alumna), she coordinates a
year-round medical education program. Dr. Borders is the wife of Dr. Theodore Benson, dentist and anesthet-
is the mother of two children. Above, Dr. Borders is shown at work and with patients.
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Health Careers Committee meets once
monthly. The role of the committee is
advisory. It serves as a forum for discus¬
sion to generate ideas for change and im¬
provement in the program and the office.
Spelman women presently completing
preparation for careers in medicine in¬
clude: Dr. Cheryl Bircliette C’G8; Meharry,
M.1V72 who is doing her first year of res¬
idency in internal medicine at, New England
Deaconess Hospital, Boston, Massachu¬
setts ; Dr. Jacqueline Kirby C’68; Meharry,
M.D.73, interning in internal medicine at
Emory University Hospital; Dr. Maxine
Hayes C’69; State University of New York
at Buffalo, MI.)’73 now serving as an intern
in pediatrics at Vanderbilt University Hos¬
pital, Nashville, Tennessee; Dr. Shirley
Marks C’69; Harvard Medical School,
Ml)’73 interning in psychiatry at McClen’s
Hospital in the Boston area. In June, 1974,
Betty Cox C’70 will receive the MD degree
from the University of California, San
Diego; Jacqueline Moore C’70, Gloria
Singleton C’70, and Bentley Patterson C’70
will receive their MD degrees from Har¬
vard Medical School. Bernice Scales C’70
will receive the DI)S degree from Howard
University School of Dentistry in June.
“I can think of no greater field (Health
Careers) for a group of college women to
consider if they want to render service to
humanity and also to make a living. There
are many places where the}^ may practice.
There are many towns without a Negro
physician; many cities have no Negro clin¬
ics of any kind and no Negro hospitals.
Today, a Negro woman has almost unlim¬
ited opportunities in health care,” Dr.
Dwelle declared in 1941.
Dr. Audrey Forbes Manley, C’55, has attained a
measure of success that belies her age, sex and race.
At 27, she was the first woman, the second black, and
the youngest person at Chicago’s Cook County Chil¬
dren’s hospital to be chief resident physician in the
pediatric division. After graduation from Spelman,
Audrey won a four-year Jesse Smith Noyes Founda¬
tion tuition scholarship to study at Meharry Medical
College. She received the MD with a specialty in
pediatrics in 1959. Dr. Manley says of her remarkable
career: “Any success Fve had has been due to hard
work.”
Spelman women have never lost sight of Dr.
Dwelle s pioneering vision. They continue to strive
for excellence in any profession they choose, and they
are increasing the number and quality of women in
Health Careers each year. They remain a credit to
the profession, their college and country.
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In mid-June of this year Donna Smith, a
soft-spoken Spelman student from Chicago,
Illinois, will receive two degrees. One will
be the bachelor of science degree from Spel¬
man College, with a concentration in Chem¬
istry and the other will be a bachelor of
engineering degree, to be conferred by the
Georgia Institute of Technology. Donna
will have the distinction of being the first
black woman to complete the innovative
five-year Dual Degree Program that joins
the resources of the four colleges in the
Atlanta University Center with Georgia
Tech.
change of the academic and social climate.
I felt estranged—all alone. It wasn’t that
people purposely ignored me; it was simply
the fact that the pace was faster and no
one had time to interact. ... My sex or race
wasn’t the issue ... it was my work.”
“It hasn’t been easy. I’ve had to work
overtime all the way and it will probably
stay that way for a time. But, I am happy
to be completing this kind of a program.
It gave me the time I needed and adequate
exposure to the field of engineering so that
I know this is what I want. I am well-pre¬
pared ... I know that.”
Dual Degree Program To Graduate First Woman
SPELMANITE DONNA SMITH
IS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Donna speaks with confidence and her
composure tells the story of the kind of
discipline and hard work she has had to
undergo during the past five years. When
she left Spelman in the fall of 1972 to com¬
plete the additional two years of study at
Georgia Tech, Donna says she was often
the only woman in many of her classes.
“It really didn’t bother me—being the
only woman, ’ ’ she says. ‘ ‘ It was the jolting
She continues: “That is why I think the
dual degree arrangement is so important,
especially for a black student. The first
three years I spent at Spelman gave me a
base from which to operate. I had gotten
a good academic foundation, not just in
chemistry, but in the liberal arts as well. I
also had been given the opportunity to in¬
teract and make friends. Oftentimes that
is looked upon as being a fringe benefit of
llFebruary, 1974
a. college education. Social and cultural in¬
teraction is much more than that, it is an
integral part of the college experience, as
I see it. If you’ve missed that your train¬
ing and exposure are incomplete.”
Donna reflects: ”1 had been interviewed
at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Tech¬
nology) before 1 chose Spelman. If I had
gone there, I just don’t think I’d be an
engineer by now. I needed more than a
cold, sterile atmosphere of books, and books
only.”
The Dual Degree Program is a unique
curriculum option for Spelman women. Its
projection, by design, is to increase the
number of black engineers in the country.
It is a joint program available to all un¬
dergraduate students in the Atlanta Uni¬
versity Center (Clark, Morehouse, Morris
Brown and Spelman are the participating
institutions) who wish to study engineer¬
ing. It involves an academic exchange pro¬
gram between the AIT Center, the largest
consortium of predominantly black institu¬
tions of higher learning in the United
States and Georgia Tech, one of the largest
undergraduate engineering schools in the
country.
The program is a fine study in academic
cooperation and resourcefullness. For ex¬
ample a student at Spelman, as Donna has
done, enrolls for a three year liberal arts
curriculum sequence here and then goes
over to Tech for an additional two years
of engineering courses. After five years,
she receives a BS degree from Spelman and
a BS in engineering from Tech.
The seed for this program was planted
in 1968, when Monte Jacoby, college rela¬
tions officer of Olin Corporation Charitable
Trust, recognized the need for an engineer¬
ing dimension for black students at one of
the AUC colleges. He found that faculty
and administrators in the center had al¬
ready been searching for means to imple¬
ment such a program. In fact, Dr. Louis
Padulo of the Morehouse College faculty
was working on a tentative arrangement
with Georgia Tech which would eventually
involve all tire undergraduate colleges in
the Center. A $265,000 grant from the Olin
Corporation helped to initiate the program
in 1969. The experiment worked so well
that it attracted financial support from
many major corporations and funds. With
the exception of one grant, all financial sup¬
port has come from the industrial com¬
munity.
The Dual Degree Program has a full¬
time director, as well as coordinators at
A UC and Georgia Tech. Morehouse faculty
member, Dr. Charles Merideth, a graduate
of Morehouse College who received a PhD
in chemistry from the University of Cali¬
fornia at Berkeley, is director of the pro¬
gram. Dr. Shirley McBay, chief of the di¬
vision of Natural Sciences and the first
black person to receive the PhD degree
from the University of Georgia, is Spel¬
man ’s on-campus coordinator.
“Of the 40,000 engineers graduated in
the U. S. in 1971, only 400 were black,”
says Dr. Merideth. Traditionally, black col¬
lege graduates have found themselves lim¬
ited to such fields as teaching, medicine and
the ministry. Black high school students
are reluctant to try to break into industry
and research fields requiring technical edu¬
cation.”
The Dual Degree Program has a lot of
built-in flexibility that allows students to
explore the opportunities in engineering
before committing themselves to five years
of study. If engineering doesn’t meet their
job goals, they may pursue a degree in en¬
gineering technology, which requires less
math and science.
If a student decides engineering just isn’t
for her, she may switch to a regular four-
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year BS program at any time. Or, if she is
very bright, the Dual Degree Program per¬
mits her to complete a masters degree in
engineering within the live-year period.
Most students in the program receive a
general or undesignated BS from their un¬
dergraduate colleges. Donna’s designated
chemistry degree represents additional
course work and is another alternative open
to students. If Donna wishes, she could
qualify for a masters degree with only a
few more months of study.
“But I’m anxious to get into the job
market,” says Donna eagerly. “There are
so many job possibilities that I don’t know
exactly what I want to do. I’d like to inter¬
view a variety of companies before I de¬
cide, although I do have a preference for
the east. ’ ’
Dr. Schutz, Georgia Tech’s coordinator
of dual degree programs, says: “Donna is
a real worry wart about everything she
does. But she won’t have to worry about
getting a job. Black engineers are rare
enough, but black women engineers are al¬
most impossible to find.”
Dual Degree boasts a high female enroll¬
ment compared with the national average.
Overall, women make up only 3% of the
enrollment in engineering schools. In the
Dual Degree Program, they represent
15.2% of the total. On top of that, Dr. Mer-
idetli says the women are among the best
students in the program.
“I would recommend the program to any
young woman. It offers you the best of two
worlds, with an incredible variety of op¬
tions. It’s almost impossible not to tailor
the program to meet your individual
needs,” Donna says. Students are able to
design their course loads in a variety of
ways. Most joint programs require stu¬
dents to complete three years at one school
and then transfer to the second school (the
3/2 plan), which was Donna’s arrangement
by choice. However, AU Center students
may enroll jointly at their undergraduate
institution and Georgia Tech beginning in
the freshman year.
Georgia Tech now has 70 such dual de¬
gree programs in effect with liberal arts
colleges, state and private, black and white,
coed and women’s institutions, but the AU
Center arrangement is distinctive in tire
following ways:
Donna on the Georgia Tech Campus
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• The schools in agreement are geograph¬
ically close to one another. The travel
distance from the center of the univer¬
sity institutions and the center of Geor¬
gia Tech is about 1.5 miles.
• Dual Degree students at the first, second
and third year levels may be jointly en¬
rolled at Georgia Tech as special stu¬
dents taking pre-engineering courses not
offered by the Center colleges.
• The Atlanta University Center colleges
have student bodies which are predomi¬
nantly black, while Georgia Tech’s stu¬
dent body is predominantly white.
• This Program has scholarship money
available for successful recruiting
among low income groups as well as
having a catalytic effect on more finan¬
cially able black students who might not
have considered engineering as a field
before entering an undergraduate insti¬
tution.
• There is a further advantage of the Dual
Degree Program in that students who
might have neither knowledge of nor
incentive toward engineering, nor suffi¬
cient education in the related mathe¬
matics and sciences will have an oppor¬
tunity to remedy this during the early
years of their experiences in the Atlanta
University Center Colleges.
There are 230 students now enrolled in
the AU Center Dual Degree Program, with
about 100 freshmen entering each year.
About 70% of the students are recruited
for the program, but as many as 30% first
learn about the program when they arrive
on the campus.
“Money was the important factor in the
college I chose; my parents were explicit
about this,” Donna says. “A college edu¬
cation was going to weigh heavily on our
family income and the kind of scholarship
Spelman offered me, would deter some of
that cost. I consider the Dual-Degree Pro¬
gram another one of the fantastic oppor¬
tunities available at a school like Spelman.
I am quite fortunate. There’s much more
here than I expected.”
The only basic requirement for admission
to the Dual Degree Program is to be ad¬
mitted in good standing to one of the four
undergraduate colleges in the Atlanta Uni¬
versity Center.
Support for students remains the num¬
ber one need of the program. Roughly half
the students are receiving financial aid.
Scholarships are awarded based on an av¬
erage need of $1,500 per student per year
to cover tuition, room and board. In addi¬
tion, an education allowance of $1,500 per
student per year is allocated to the yearly
operating cost of the program.
A number of companies offer summer
employment to students. Three companies
employ some of the students the summer
before their freshman year, then provide
tuition, fees, and books during the first
year in the program. Each successive sum¬
mer, students may return to work, earning
enough money to cover the next school
year’s expenses.
“Get on Board” is the rallying thematic
caption of the program and it is with pride
that we note that a Spelman woman is
among those in the forefront of the move¬
ment.
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The Spelman Academic Thrust;
Toward Divisional Structures
By Edward E. Riley, Jr.
Dean of Instruction
Jn its mission as a liberal arts College,
Spelman engages in the training of stu¬
dents on a broad basis made np of a variety
of disciplines. According to our catalogue,
the purpose for this endeavor is to aid the
student in building ‘ ‘ successfully a life that
will make the maximum contribution
toward more democratic living and more
responsible community action.”
The diverse fields included in the Core
Curriculum of the College embrace lan¬
guages and literature, fine arts, natural
sciences and mathematics, and the social
sciences. In order to bring about further
improvements and refinements in the above
areas, the College’s academic program is
to be restructured under divisions to in¬
clude present departments.
The division structure as a basis for
academic reorganization is a direct out¬
growth of Spelman’s mission in continuing
to provide an undergraduate program of
distinction. The mission of the College,
through its academic program, stresses
professional and graduate school prepara¬
tion and placement. Academic reorganiza¬
tion along divisional lines will afford the
student a more flexible program of study
and bring more academic resources to bear
on her undergraduate preparation. These
factors, it is hypothesized, will improve in¬
struction, academic preparation, and grad¬
uate school placement and performance.
Spelman College has been able to achieve
oidy partially what it perceives as a posi¬
tive measure to overcome the obvious pit-
falls of disciplinary fragmentation, isola¬
tion and regimentation. To this end, Spel-
man has been able to create one academic
division within the last two years. This is
the Division of the Natural Sciences. The
Division includes the Departments of Bi¬
ology, Chemistry and Mathematics along
with related programs, such as, pre-medi¬
cine and certain interdisciplinary pro¬
grams.
By the fall of 1974 the College will estab¬
lish four additional academic divisions as
follows: Division of the Social Sciences:
Economics, History, Political Science, Psy-
cology, Sociology; Division of Humanities:
English, Modern Foreign Languages, Phi¬
losophy, Religion; Division of Fine Arts:
Art, Drama, Music, and the Division of
Education: Early Childhood Education,
Elementary and Secondary Education,
Health and Physical Education, Home
Economics.
There are many positive benefits to be
provided under the divisional arrangement.
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It is expected that this structure will: facil¬
itate better short and long-range planning
by minimizing fragmentation among aca¬
demic areas; facilitate informational sys¬
tems related to improvements in resource
utilization and management; the propriety
for this is evidenced by our success in the
Division of Natural Sciences; for example,
information on majors in the division and
non-majors is codified so that such infor¬
mation can be readily retrieved for pur¬
poses of academic advising, schedule plan¬
ning, faculty teaching assignments, and
budget preparation—to name a few; serve
as the framework in which reordering and
restructuring of courses will lead to new
curricular patterns and consequently inno¬
vative and newer areas of concentration
leading toward advanced training in gradu¬
ate and professional schools; provide for
more realistic structures related to the es¬
tablishment and enhancement of more
meaningful involvements between Spelman
and the larger community; provide for a
framework through which increased out¬
side funding of interdisciplinary proposals
may be channeled; serve as a more func¬
tional vehicle for establishing additional
interdisciplinary courses within divisons
and across dvisional lines; also provide a
framework in which newer course se¬
quences will be established and enhanced
—such as, pre-law, pre-medical, and early
childhood education programs; for exam¬
ple, it is necessary to establish sequential
arrangements of courses to provide a con¬
centration in “pre-legal studies”; such an
innovation would embrace the interdisci¬
plinary concept by a closer inter-phasing of
economics, history, sociology, and other so¬
cial sciences among themselves as well as
with disciplines in other divisions; a new
pre-medical concentration has already been
established; provide for increased quality
The Deans of Instruction: Associate Dean Shirley McBay and
Dean Edward Riley, Jr.
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iii existing interdisciplinary courses ; facili¬
tate the structuring of interdisciplinary
courses which use personalized instruction;
and strengthen the base upon which in¬
creased College-wide and Atlanta Univer¬
sity Center-wide cooperation will be
achieved, as well as cooperation with other
institutions and agencies; such cooperation
will obviate the necessity for Spelman Col¬
lege to offer some courses which our stu¬
dents could take in other institutions.
With the addition of four new divisions,
there will be created four divisional chair¬
manships with significant administrative
responsibilities. The chairpersons of these
divisions will work with department chair¬
men, faculty and administrators to further
the improvement of the curriculum.
At Spelman, proliferation of marginally
beneficial new academic programs is judged
to be economically unsound and inimical to
the pursuit of excellence. Rather than ad¬
ding numerous new faculty positions and
programs, Spelman proposes to hold the
total number of faculty relatively constant
and to focus additional resources on the de¬
velopment of existing academic areas of
strength. Spelman already has eighteen de¬
partments, and these will be brought to¬
gether into a “unified whole” under the
divisional structure resulting in a more rel¬
evant and inter-related academic program.
The future direction of Spelman’s aca¬
demic program is not intended to limit in¬
novation. In fact, venturesome curricular
and instructional innovations are explicitly
encouraged and will be further stimulated
in existing and restructuring of academic
areas within the divisions.





By Dr. Julius S. Scott, Jr.
Special Assistant to the President
In the five months following the October
15, 1973 Kick-off, the Spelman Fund-rais¬
ing Campaign continues to gain momen¬
tum. The key factor in the success of the
Campaign has been the commitment and
hard work of members of the various com¬
mittees—National, Regional, and Local—
and chairmen and co-chairmen of commit¬
tees.
The latest addition to the National Com¬
mittee is Mrs. Jeannette Rockefeller, widow
of the late Governor Winthrop Rockefeller,
of Arkansas. Effective March 1, 1974, Mrs.
Rockefeller became Chairman of the Indi¬
vidual Contributions Committee. She
brings to the National Committee a rich
and versatile knowledge of higher educa¬
tion in general and of black private col¬
leges specifically. She served as a trustee
of Philander Smith College several years.
Another factor in the success of the Cam¬
paign has been the responses from the
corporations and industries which have
heard the Spelman story for the first time.
The impressive accomplishments of the
College, the quality of its educational pro¬
grams, and its changing character have
stated the case for the College in a con¬
vincing manner. Of the 218 members of
the Class of 1973, 44% of those who re¬
sponded to a questionnaire reported that
they are attending graduate or professional
schools. Approximately 45% of the mem¬
bers of the Class of 1974 are preparing
for either graduate or professional study.
This information has produced a number
of conversations with some of the largest
and most prestigious corporations in the
nation, resulting in both interest and sup¬
port for Spelman College.
President Manley has visited several of
these corporations, with initial contacts
having been made by Mr. Robert Lilley,
President of American Telephone & Tele¬
graph, and National Campaign Chairman.
Similar response has come from founda¬
tions, through contacts made by Dr. Lewis
Branscomb of International Business Ma¬
chines, Chairman of the Foundations Gifts
Campaign Committee.
Approximately $5.5 million or 23% of the
national goal of $16.9 million, has been
raised in gifts and pledges to date.
In terms of the three-year projections
for the National Campaign, overall prog¬
ress is on phase, and the expectation is that
the momentum will continue to build in the
coming phases of the Campaign. This con¬
fidence is based on the unique characteris¬
tics and developments of the Spelman Col¬
lege Campaign itself. As President Manley
stated in his October 15 Campaign Kickoff
remarks, this Campaign, under the national
leadership of Mr. Lilley, marks the first time
a major corporation—indeed one of the
largest corporations in the nation—has un¬
dertaken leadership on behalf of the fund¬
raising efforts of a predominantly black
college. For the first time, contacts have
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been established between Spelman and the
corporate world on levels which were not
possible before.
Prospects for the success of the Cam¬
paign are assured by the image and via¬
bility of Spelman College. The future of
the Campaign, like the future of the Col¬
lege itself, is continually reaffirmed by cur¬
riculum innovations and developments, the
attractiveness of Spelman to an increasing
cadre of bright and promising black women,
and the significant accomplishments of
alumnae.
ATLANTA CAMPAIGN
By Dr. G. Edward Lundin
Director, Institutional Research
The Spelman Campaign set as its national
goal the collection of $16.9 million over
the next 2y2 to 3 years. Of that amount,
$2,325,000 is projected as the portion
which friends of the College in Atlanta
should contribute.
Funds from the campaign will be used to
maintain anl renovate four buildings. They
are: Giles Hall, $100,000; Morehouse Hall,
$999,000; Tapley Hall, $514,000; Chadwick
Hall, $713,000. The total cost of renovation
is $2,325,000.
Renovation in Giles and Tapley means
creating adequate classroom facilities and
faculty office space to support the academic
program. Morehouse and Chadwick are
being renovated to provide needed dormi¬
tory facilities for students.
How has the College proceeded to raise
over $2.3 million in Atlanta? First, Presi¬
dent Manley has made the local campaign
goal a high priority. To this end, he has con¬
tributed his time and energies to the cam¬
paign, both by making solicitations and by
organizing his staff for campaign support.
Second, able leaders were approached to
spearhead the local campaign. Ivan Allen,
Jr., former Mayor of Atlanta, and L. Ed¬
mund Rast, President of Southern Bell Tel¬
ephone, are jointly responsible for organiz¬
ing campaign volunteers and for making
solicitations of corporations, foundations,
and individuals.
Approximately $930,000 has been collect¬
ed to date. The College is actively seeking
the financial support of corporations, foun¬
dations and other friends of the institution
as we pursue the campaign goal for reno¬











(Editor’s Note: The following tribute was given by Presi¬
dent Albert E. Manley in honor of the late Laura Spelman
Rockefeller at the dedication of the Spelman Halls at
Princeton University on November 17, 1973. Laura Spel¬
man Rockefeller was a significant force in the early history
of Spelman College. This tribute is reprinted in memory
of the zeal and dedication of her efforts.)
“T
It is highly significant and appropriate
that we honor today the memory of an un¬
usual woman—latjra spelman rockefeller
—in the dedication of these Spelman Halls
at such a distinctive place of learning as
Princeton University.
“She would be pleased. For, nearly a
century ago, at an altogether different
place and time, this strong but sensitive,
intelligent, and self-effacing woman trans¬
lated her deep faith in enlightenment into
positive action on behalf of a small group
of struggling, still-oppressed, young black
freedwomen in the South.
“It was to an incredible cause that Laura
Spelman Rockefeller exquisitely involved
and committed her husband, John D. Rocke¬
feller, during the mid-1880’s. He must do
everything, she insisted, to support morally
and financially, a small, fledgling school re¬
cently established for young black women
just out of slavery in the post-Civil War
Georgia town—Atlanta.
“Laura was, by birthright, deeply re¬
ligious, a dreamer and an idealist. Her
parents, the Harvey Bu-el Spelmans, had
early transmitted to their children, by word
and deed, their profound belief that all
men and women are created free and equal.
The Spelmans, at a time when it cost much
to befriend the enslaved, had operated from
their home an underground railroad sta¬
tion and had helped many slaves get to
Canada and to freedom during Laura’s
childhood years. Mrs. Lucy Henry Spelman,
Laura’s mother, speaking in Atlanta at
the Spelman Seminary in the early spring
of 1884, told the assembly of young black
women that the only dinners she cooked on
the Sabbath were for the slaves on their
journey northward.
4 ‘ Concurrently, it was Mr. John 1). Rock¬
efeller’s policy to give and to give gen¬
erously, but not to give to institutions and
causes until convinced of their worth—it
was not his wish to bolster dying causes.
His principles for sharing his wealth were,
at this time, in the process of being devel¬
oped, as this was long before the now
famous Rockefeller agencies for the wel¬
fare of mankind were organized.
“But gentle Laura, embued with unusual
foresight and keen sensitivity, was loved
and respected by her husband for her
strong convictions and uncompromising
principles. Her wishes prevailed.
“Mr. Rockefeller’s historic gift of $90.72
(all he had in his pockets), given in a
Cleveland Church meeting in 1882 to the
two New England women who had founded
Spelman College, became his first gift for
the advancement of education for black
people. It was the beginning of a long and
cherished relationship with the Spelman-
Rockefeller Family without whose interest
and support the reality that is Spelman
College—the first college for black women
in the nation and the world—could not have
been sustained. On its 50th anniversary in
1931, the Spelman College Family was
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proud to receive a telegram from a mem¬
ber of the Spelman-Rockefeller Family
which was concluded with these words : ‘Of
all the things we have done as a family,
Spelman stands among the best.’ It is em¬
inently fitting to have on the Board of
Spelman College a fifth generation member
of the Spelman-Rockefeller Family, the
great granddaughter who bears her name,
Mrs. Laura Spelman Rockefeller Chasin.
“The philanthropies of Mr. Rockefeller
would no doubt have had other stimuli, but
the fact remains and has its significance
that 111 o catalyzing agent of his interest in
black education had its genesis in the
strength, active sympathy, and intelligent
service that were the rich and enduring
qualities of Laura Spelman Rockefeller.
She was both serious and concerned about
education, not just for black youth but for
all people, as was evidenced by her career
as a teacher in the public school system of
Cleveland, Ohio.
“Today, as did his grandmother before
him, Laurance Spelman Rockefeller reaf¬
firms her faith and devotion to equality
for all through education—an education,
which she believed should train the mind
to grapple with whatever problems night
present themselves in life; that familiarizes
the individual with the world in which she
lives; and that fits her to lead an upright,
useful life in the environment in which she
finds herself.
“Spelman College with Princeton Uni¬
versity now landmark with honor the mem¬
ory and ideals of this exceptional woman
in the dedication of Spelman Halls. May
those students who will live in the Spelman
Halls enjoy these facilities as much as the
Spelman women enjoy those given Spel-
man by the Spelman-Rockefeller Family.”
L. to r., Mrs. Laura Spelman Rockefeller Chasin, Mrs. Laurance S. Rockefeller, President Albert E. Manley, Mr. Laurance S. Rockefeller,
Dr. Robert S. Goheen, former president, Princeton University, and President William G. Bowen, Princeton University.
Dr. Lois Moreland, Chairman of the Political Science
Department, recently visited Israel and shares her im¬
pressions of Israeli life.
“Israel - No Separation Of Church And State”
1 o look down from the Mount of Olives
into the Garden of Gretlisemane, to sail on
the Sea of Galilee are two cherished ex¬
periences I had never expected or antici¬
pated. But these happy and religiously
significant events in my life took place in
January 1974 as Charlie, my husband, and
I along with fourteen others, were guests
of the Israeli government for eight days.
The trip was more political than religious
in its orientation, but memories about the
life of Jesus surged to the surface as we
toured Old Jerusalem, walked through the
Damascus Gate, stood where the Last Sup¬
per was to have taken place, walked the
route where Jesus tortuously made his way
to Calvary and was crucified. Although our
stay was brief, as guests of the govern¬
ment, we had extraordinary access to peo¬
ple and places most tourists never have.
As an inveterate political scientist, I
found numerous facets of Israeli life which
should prove fertile ground for compara¬
tive political study. For example, as a
newly established government only 26
years old, Israel has had an opportunity
to take the best concepts from other world
governments and utilize them in her own.
She has chosen a parliamentary system,
rather than the United States’ presidential
system; a multi-party system with pro¬
portional representation rather than our
major two-party system with its single¬
member district constituency; a unicam¬
eral, rather than bicameral legislature; no
judicial review.
Israel’s economic system is unlike any
other. Capitalism and socialism exist simul¬
taneously and successfully along with an¬
other entity—alien to us—-called the Iiis-
tadrut. It is a labor organization which
performs functions usually separately ad¬
ministered by government, business and
labor. Israel chose not:to write a Constitu¬
tion. Nonetheless, according to Supreme
Court Justice Cohn who talked to us at
length, civil rights and liberties are pro¬
tected, despite the nation-wide imposition
of Jewish Orthodox dietary laws in all
hotels and transportation shut-down on the
Sabbath. A majority of the people are not
Orthodox. There exists a 1951 law which
spells out the equal rights of women. Per¬
haps there are lessons to be learned from
the Israeli experience. Interestingly, in the
Kibbutz where we stayed in Upper Galilee,
we learned that at the founding of the com¬
munal settlement, women opted to work
with the men in the fields. The children did
not live with their parents, but lived to¬
gether and were cared for by other kib¬
butz members. Women, apparently, have
changed their minds there, we were told,
and now prefer to work in those areas tra-
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ditionally performed by women. These and
other areas provided information, hut these
things are not as important to me as is
something else.
The trip has resulted in my abandonment
of a purely legal approach to the question
of the Israeli’s claim to the land. That ap¬
proach rested upon the assumption that the
rightful settler was the first one there.
Neither Israeli nor Arabs were there first.
The land has been conquered and recon¬
quered at least 13 times. That approach, I
concluded as fruitless. If applied to the
United States, the land belongs to the
American Indian and we could be forced
to leave. It would be another “Diaspora.”
My most deep and abiding impression
comes from my contact with the people we
met. They have a total commitment to the
survival of Israel; all else in their lives is
subordinate. With an intense sense of ur¬
gency, they conveyed the feeling that Israel
must endure if Jews are to survive. I am
more personally aware of a human crisis,
present since 70 A.D. — The Diaspora —
which under threat of persecution and ex¬
tinction forced Jews to flee the area called
Israel and migrate to those countries which
would accept them. I also understand more
about why some Jews are anti-Zionists.
I had been intellectually aware that 6
million Jews had been massacred in the
Holocaust under Hitler’s terror. The num¬
ber 6 million now means that 3 times the
present Jewish population in Israel was
physically exterminated. I am more sensi¬
tive to the issues of boundaries, borders
and the Golan Heights. If one minority can
l)e annihilated, then any minority can be
annihilated. The interests and welfare of
all people are intimately interwoven in the
protection of all minorities from oppres¬
sion. Even if I were not a black American,
I should pray that my moral values and
my understanding of the concepts of right
and wrong would prevail and so compel!
me to advocate the protection of human
rights for all mankind.
Twenty Spelman Women have been elected to membership in the prestigious Who's Who Among Students In American Universities and





Spelman College held its annual
Thanksgiving Rally on Tuesday,
November 20, 1973 at 11 a.m. in
the Florence M. Read Hall. Stu¬
dents, faculty and staff of the col¬
lege participated in one of its oldest
traditions, that of giving food and
clothing to needy families in the At¬
lanta Community.
The 1973 Rally committee was
chaired by Miss Hulda Wilson, as¬
sistant librarian. Committee work¬
ers included Miss Diane Raysor,
Spelman Student Government presi¬
dent; Miss Deborah Prothrow, vice-
president; Reverend Norman M.
Rates, College minister and Dr.
LaConyea Butler, director of test¬
ing services.
Spelman faculty and staff cash
contributions to the Rally fund were
disbursed to the United Way and
the total this year amounted to well
over $4,200. Students, through aca¬
demic and social clubs, dormitories
and classes prepared special items
to be distributed to needy families
in the Atlanta area.
In past years, Spelman has helped
as many as 100 families on Thanks¬




Three programs featuring The
Dance have been held in Read Hall
recently. On Friday evening No¬
vember 16 the Department of
Health and Physical Education pre¬
sented Clover Mathis in a Dance-
Lecture-Demonstration program.
Mr. Mathis began his dance train¬
ing at Spelman College in the Dance
Extension Program directed by the
Physical Education Department.
The late Hildegarde Tornow and
Shirley Rushing were the first dance
instructors under whom he studied
and received the guidance and di¬
rection that brought him to the at¬
tention of Arthur Mitchell, director
of the Dance Theatre of Harlem.
Mr. Mathis has studied extensive¬
ly since leaving the dance at Spel¬
man. He has performed with the
Dance Theatre of Harlem and The
Alvin Ailey City Center Dance
Company as a regular member and
as guest artist with the Dance Thea¬
tre of Boston, Capitol Ballet Com¬
pany and the New York City Ballet
Company. In June of this year he
traveled to Russia and performed in
the International Ballet Competi¬
tions in Moscow.
He has also appeared as a dancer
on several T.V. productions. Among
them were a Christmas special with
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee, Martin
Luther King. Jr.—a legacy of hope,
and the Dance Theatre of Harlem
special.
Another concert known as
“Works in Progress” sponsored by
the Atlanta University Center Dance
Theatre under the direction of Mrs.
Brooke Hunter, was presented on
Friday, November 30 at 8:00 p.m.
The Rod Rodgers Dance Com¬
pany was presented in a Chamber
concert on December 4, 1973. Mr.
Rodgers, choreographer for the
company and a native of Detroit,
has performed with several concert
dance companies including the
Erick Hawkins company. Mr. Rod¬
gers is not only a dancer and chore¬
ographer; he is also a scholar. He
was the recipient of a (1965-66)
John Hay Whitney Fellowship and
has written many articles pertaining
to the dance for national publica¬
tions.
Students and staff who are inter¬
ested in The Dance have been de¬
lighted to observe and learn from
the variety of dance programs that




An impressive Honor Students
Vesper Service took place for 295
Spelman College honor students in
Sisters Chapel on Sunday, January
20 at 6:00 p.m. The theme of the
program was “Follow Your Dream,”
and despite inclement weather, the
service was well attended by stu¬
dents, parents, faculty and friends.
The program opened with a pre¬
lude of music by Mr. Marcus Row¬
land (flute) and Mr. Alston Lam¬
bert (piano) both of whom are
members of the Spelman College
Music Department. The participa¬
tion of several honor students on
the program was refreshing and ap¬
propriate. Miss Margaret Phillips
served as mistress of ceremonies;
Miss Trojanell Bordenaue offered
prayer; Miss Adena Smith gave
the Occasion; Student Government
President Dyan Raysor gave re¬
marks and Miss Lillie A. Lathan in¬
troduced the main speaker, Dr.
Audrey Forbes-Manley, wife of
President Manley, chairman of the
Spelman Health Careers Advisory
Committee, director of the Family
Planning Clinic at Spelman, and as¬
sistant professor in the Department
of Pediatrics, and Obstetrics and
Gynecology at Emory University
School of Medicine, spoke on the
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need for young women to hold
tenaciously to their dreams and to
maintain courage in pursuit of their
goals. She drew a statistical picture
outlining the plight of women in
their efforts to gain responsible,
strategic and prestigious jobs in this
country. Before closing, she charged
Spelman students with the responsi¬
bility to maintain drive, self-confi¬
dence and the necessary stamina to
follow their dreams and find ful¬
fillment.
The speaker was warmly received
as evidenced by an extended ap¬
plause and soft murmurs of approv¬
al. The Spelman College Glee Club
topped off the captive mood as they
sang with fervor “The Impossible
Dream.”
The program continued with the
presentation of Honor Students
Awards by Dr. Edward Riley, Jr.,
dean of instruction. The students
also heard remarks by President
Manley who gleamed with pride
that such a large number of students
had achieved a level of excellence in
scholarship.
Another highlight of the program
was the impressive candlelighting
ceremony led by Mrs. Barbara
King, dean of student life. Mrs.
King read James Dillet Freeman’s
beautiful poem “I Am There” as
the Chapel lights were lowered and
each member of the audience lighted
their candles and passed lights on to
their neighbors. It was symbolic of
the kind of high academic contagion
which the College seeks to perpetu¬
ate from one generation to another.
When all candles were lighted,
the group sang the Spelman College
Hymn and heard the benediction by
the Reverend Norman M. Rates,
our College minister. The group
then filed quietly out of the Chapel
and went to the College Center




The twenty-eighth annual con¬
ference of the UNCF National
Alumni Council was held January
31 through February 3 at the Shore-
ham-Americana Hotel in Washing¬
ton, D.C. The theme of this year’s
conference was “A Mind Is a Terri¬
ble Thing to Waste”.
A special feature of the confer¬
ence was the Recognition Din¬
ner for UNCF presidents which
was held on Friday evening, Feb¬
ruary 1, at 7:30 p.m. The main
speaker for the occasion was Dr.
Feon H. Sullivan, chairman of the
Board of Opportunities Industriali¬
zation Centers of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Plaques were pre¬
sented to each UNCF President in
recognition of meritorious service
that each has rendered. Receiving
the plaque for Spelman College
President Albert E. Manley was
Mrs. Ernestine E. Brazeal, alumnae
secretary. Dr. Manley could not be
present for this affair due to a previ¬
ous commitment.
The three Spelman students who
attended the National Pre-Alumni
Council meetings at the Conference
were: Gail Owens, senior; Ava




Spelman College is one of twenty-
eight private and public colleges
across the country that have been
awarded funds as participants in the
Advanced Institutional Develop¬
ment Program (AIDP). This Pro¬
gram is a part of the Strengthening
Developing Institutions Program au¬
thorized by Title III of the amended
Higher Education Act of 1965.
A February, 1974 news release
from the Office of Education stated
that a total of $35.5 million had
been awarded these 28 colleges
which were “identified as strongest
according to strict comparisons with
their peers”. These colleges are as¬
sured of substantial funding over a
period of three to five years.
Spelman is one of three colleges
in Georgia to receive an AIDP
award. The $1,250,00 award to
Spelman will be used in support of
the College’s continuing efforts to
strengthen its academic programs.
WINTER CONVOCATION
Mrs. Caroline Graham, director
of Counseling Services, and Miss
Willetta Phipps, director of Cooper¬
ative Education, combined re¬
sources to sponsor a special winter
Convocation in Sisters Chapel on
February 7, 1974.
The main speaker was the charm¬
ing and articulate Thelma Combo
Fennon, director of Pupil Person¬
nel Services for the State of North
Carolina, Department of Public In¬
struction. Mrs. Fennon spoke on the
subject: “Coping with Feadership
Roles.” Her emphasis was on the
fact that contrary to old ideas,
women do have the ability to hold
decision-making posts and should be
encouraged from early childhood to
train for and pursue these jobs. Her
message was well received by stu¬
dents, staff and guests.
The Convocation was followed by
a reception and delicious luncheon
in the College Center dining hall.
Eater in the afternoon, students
were given an opportunity, through
informal “talk sessions” to discuss
current issues involving women with
Mrs. Fennon and also with Dr.
Judith Prince of the University of
Georgia. Dr. Prince specializes in
working with college women as they
make career decisions.
The program was a general suc¬
cess and the College Community
commends the staff of the Counsel¬
ing Services and Cooperative Edu¬




PLAYERS HAS BUSY SEASON
“Sho Is Hot in the Cotton Patch”
The Morehouse-Spelman Players
presented its second production of
the season, “SHO IS HOT IN
THE COTTON PATCH” Tuesday
through Saturday, November 6-10
and 13-17 in the Proscenium The¬
atre of the John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
Fine Arts Building on the Spelman
campus. Written by Ted Shine and
directed by Dr. Carlton Molette,
associate professor of Drama, the
play was performed each evening at
8 p.m.
The leading role of Carrie was
played by Linda Sills. Other cast
members were: Edwina Andrews,
Linda Flournoy, Sheila Davis, Paul¬
ette Clay, Murray Riggins, John
Harris, Jr., Dennis Shortt and Al-
phonso Whitfield, III. The produc¬
tion staff consisted of Joe Stevens,
scenery; Barbara Molette, costumes;
Roki Patterson, lighting; and Don¬
na Champ, stage manager, all of
whom are members of the Depart¬
ment of Drama.
The setting of the play was the
kitchen of a white YWCA. Its
workers seemed as dreary as the
kitchen itself. The personality con¬
flicts of the help and Carrie, the
head cook, moved the plot along.
An argument about voting between
Carrie and Leadbetter, the illiterate
dishwasher, ended in Carrie calling
Leadbetter a little less than a fool
and Leadbetter asserting that people
like him always got the last laugh.
The kitchen workers told of their
plans for the evening when Mrs.
Shelton, the white dietician, asked
them to work over-time to prepare
a meal for some out-of-town visitors
to the “Y”. The pivotal action of the
play focused on the dissension




presented as the third production of
their 1973-74 season, “Noah’s Ark”
by Carlton and Barbara Molette,
February 12-16. The Morehouse-
Spelman Players have several times
in the past successfully produced
plays written by Carlton and Bar¬
bara Molette, and directed by Dr.
Carlton Molette.
“Noah’s Ark”, set sometimes in
the near future, gives realistic in¬
sight into possible solutions to cur¬
rent social, economic, and political
problems.
The play is set in the home of
Noah and Gladys Thompson. Noah,
a professor at the University, has
just finished barbecueing when his
brother, Adam, arrives with his
wife, Ruth, and Esther Akiwowo, a
Nigerian author who expresses her
strong opinions on United States in¬
volvement in wars of aggression,
particularly in her home, Nigeria.
The plot of the play revolves
around the United States’ involve¬
ment in Nigeria and Noah’s efforts
to keep his resolution that James,
his son, will not fight in Africa for
the United States.
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At a recent vesper service held in Sisters Chapel, Spelman honored the largest number of young women in the institution's history
to achieve a grade point average of "B" or above for the second semester of the 1972-73 academic year. Cited for exceptional
achievement were five "Orchid" students who distinguished themselves with a perfect grade point average of 4.0. They were: Linda
Anderson, Trojanell Bordenave, Lillie Lathan, Margaret Phillips and Adena Smith. Shown above are (l-r): President Albert E. Manley,
Dr. Audrey Forbes Manley, who spoke for the occasion, Adena Smith, Mrs. Barbara King, Trojanell Bordenave, Margaret Phillips and
Dean Edward E. Riley, Jr.
SHEROD LYNNE O’NEAL, C’74,
was presented in senior recital at
the College in early February. The
concert, held in Sisters Chapel, was
an unusual one as the young blind
soprano presented a variety of mu¬
sic from classical to Afro-American
spirituals. Lynne has been blind
from birth and the story of her
childhood and of coping with this
handicap is fascinating. Her mother,
Mrs. Malinda O’Neal, is currently
finishing the last chapter of her
book, entitled BLIND AS A BAT,
for publication.
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FACULTY AND STAFF NOTES
Dr. Diana Axelson, assistant pro¬
fessor of philosophy, presented a
paper as part of a symposium on
abortion at the Eastern Division
meetings of the American Philo¬
sophical Association, held Decem¬
ber 27-29, in Atlanta, Georgia.
Mrs. Leatrice T. Bell, Spelman
alumna and assistant to the alumnae
secretary, was a panelist at the Jan¬
uary 19 meeting of the American
Association of University Women.
The topic under discussion was
“Women in Higher Education.”
Each of the panelists gave facts and
figures which show the need and
justification for positive and respon¬
sible support of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA). Startling sta¬
tistics were presented as evidence
of the fact that in the current world
of work, women with higher educa¬
tion degrees are generally not per¬
mitted or encouraged to hold de¬
cision-making positions. The few
who do hold such posts are not
given salaries or job titles com¬
mensurate with the tasks that they
perform.
The AAUW meeting was held in
Howe Hall, on the Spelman College
campus and ended with the mem¬
bers enjoying a delightful lunch in
the new College Center dining
room.
On March 2, Mrs. Bell and Mrs.
Caroline Graham, director of Coun¬
seling Services, served as consultants
in a seminar on “Woman's Chang¬
ing Role” at Georgia State Univer¬
sity. This seminar was one of four
that were held in Georgia and
funded under Title I by the Depart¬
ment of Health, Education and Wel¬
fare.
Dr. Robert Donahue of the Music
Department has recently signed
contracts with Tempo Music Pub¬
lishing Company of Chicago for
the publication of three of his com¬
positions. To be published are
“Miniatures” for brass septet, “Bag¬
atelles” for trombone and piano,
and “Impromptu” for tuba and
piano. Mr. Donahue also sold “Di¬
vertimento” for clarinet and piano
and “Sonatine #2” for flute and
piano to C. L. Barnhouse Publishing
Company of Oskaloosa, Iowa. This
is the fifth commercial publishing
company to produce his works since
he joined the Spelman music faculty.
Dr. Etta Z. Falconer, professor
and chairman of the Department of
Mathematics, has been appointed to
the Committee on Advanced Mathe¬
matics for the Graduate Record
Examination for 1973-74. As a
member of this committee, Dr.
Falconer will assist in the prepara¬
tion of the section on advanced
mathematics for the National Grad¬
uate Record Examination. Scores
on this examination are used by
most graduate schools as a part of
admissions credentials and for de¬
termining qualifications of appli¬
cants for entry into graduate study.
On December 28, 1973 Dr.
Stephen Goldfarb of the History
Department gave a paper entitled
“Rumford’s Theory of Heat •— A
Reassessment.” He read the paper
at the annual meeting of the History
of Science Society in San Francisco,
California.
A new public agency called
MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Association) has
been quite active and holds a promi¬
nent place in the array of Atlanta
urban affairs. A part of its progress
can be attributed to the fact that it
has had the benefit of expertise of
a variety of persons representing a
wide spectrum of professions.
On Wednesday, February 6, a
seminar bearing the theme: “MAR¬
TA and Land Use” was sponsored
by the Southern Center for Studies
in Public Policy. Two of the several
speakers at the seminar were Spel¬
man College faculty members. Dr.
Stephen Goldfarb, assistant pro¬
fessor in the department of history,
spoke on “Personal Finances and
the MARTA Fare Schedule” in a
session on the origin, development
and financing of MARTA. Dr. Har¬
ry Lefever, associate professor of
sociology, served as a representative
of the Candler Park Neighborhood
Organization. He participated in the
session on “Land Use Around Pro¬
posed MARTA Stations” giving a
reaction to the Director’s discussion
of Community Input in MARTA’s
Planning and Relocation Policies.
Dr. Harry Lefever, Department
of Sociology had an article pub¬
lished in the Fall, 1973 issue of
Labor History. The article is en¬
titled “The Involvement of the Men
and Religion Forward Movement in
the Cause of Labor Justice, Atlanta,
Georgia, 1912-1916” and focuses
on a strike that occurred at the
Fulton Cotton Mills in Cabbage-
town, a neighborhood in southeast
Atlanta.
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Dr. Lefever also served as chair¬
man of a workshop on planning and
development around the three
MARTA stations in the B.O.N.D.
(Bass Organization for Neighbor¬
hood Development) neighborhoods
The workshop was a part of
BOND's quarterly assembly held on
February 2 at Moreland Elementary
School.
On February 9, Dr. Lefever
served on a panel at Georgia State
University. The topic under dis¬
cussion was “Emerging Freuds in
Community Organization in Metro¬
politan Atlanta”. The panel was a
part of a conference on community
organization sponsored by the Ur¬
ban Life Associates of Georgia
State University.
Mrs. Barbara J. Molette, instruc¬
tor, Drama Department, is serving
as liaison person in the Atlanta Uni¬
versity Center for Twentieth Cen¬
tury Fox as they sponsor a student
screenplay contest. Students en¬
rolled at any of the Atlanta Univer¬
sity center schools are eligible to
participate in the contest. A pre¬
liminary judging of their scripts will
determine the two scripts to be for¬
warded to 20th Century Fox to
compete for first prize amounting
to $5,000.00, second prize of
$3,000.00 and third prize of
$1,000.00.
Dr. Ruth Synder, chairman,
Chemistry Department, presented a
paper entitled “The Decomposition
of Tosylazoenes” at the 25th South¬
eastern Regional Meeting of the
American Chemical Society which
was held in Charleston, South Caro¬
lina on November 7, 1973.
Mrs. Laura English Robinson,
voice instructor in the Spelman Col¬
lege Music Department, gave a
brilliant recital in Sisters Chapel on
Sunday evening, October 14. The
versatile soprano was accompanied
by Mr. Alston Lambert, outstand¬
ing pianist and also a member of
the Spelman Music Department.
The recital program featured a
cycle of Holy Songs by Ned Roren,
J. S. Bach, Debussy, Puccini and a
group of American songs by Barber,
Bernstein and Copland.
A native Atlantan, Mrs. Robin¬
son is a 1969 graduate of Spelman
and holds the M.M. degree with a
major in voice from the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music. She was
the 1972 winner of the Metropoli¬
tan Opera Southeastern Regional
Auditions and had one of the solo
roles in Atlanta’s recent production
of “Treemonisha.” She was recently
nominated for one of “The Ten
Most Outstanding Young Women
In America.”
FORMER ADMINISTRATOR
Mrs. Grace Jason Perry, recently
retired registrar of the College, of
22 West Cumming Avenue, Hamp¬
ton, Virginia 23363, maintains a
busy schedule of activities. For the
past two years, she has been the
treasurer of the Hampton Branch.
American Association of University
Women, and of the local unit of
Church Women United. In addition,
she finds time to participate in com¬
munity affairs such as the Credit
Union and Citizens Political meet¬
ings.
A plant and flower fancier, Mrs.
Perry carefully tends her croci,
amaryllis, and camillia which are
beginning to show signs of life, fore¬
telling the approach of spring, and
takes time to write friends.
MRS. TORNOW DIES
Hildegarde Tornow who, for
fourteen years, was instructor in
ballet at Spelman died December
19, 1973. The College family, par¬
ticularly her students, will miss Mrs.
Tornow's presence and cheerful
personality.
One of the outstanding leaders
of the dance in Atlanta during the
past twenty-five years, she was the
first teacher of ballet at Spelman
during the late ’50's. During her
tenure here, Mrs. Tornow initiated
many cultural offerings in the dance
and encouraged her students to ex¬
press themselves freely and cre¬
atively. She increased the offerings
in ballet to include Beginning, Ad¬
vanced and Pointe, which later fa¬
cilitated the efforts of the depart¬
ment in developing a minor in the
dance.
A small-framed, lithesome wom¬
an. Mrs. Tornow had a special love
for small children. She was the first
teacher of ballet for the Spelman
Physical Education Department’s
Children’s Extension Dance Pro¬
gram.
“She was a teacher and choreog¬
rapher-par excellence,” said Dr.
Nellie Randall, chairman of the
department. “She was much more
than a dance teacher, she was in¬
terested in the total cultural devel¬
opment of students as well as inspir¬
ing in them a feeling of confidence
and purpose in life.”
Dr. Abraham Tornow has do¬
nated his wife’s books and materials
on the dance to Spelman College
and the department is establishing





For several months now, alumnae
in the various regions have been or¬
ganizing and effecting their cam¬
paign efforts. We have written quite
a bit in previous issues about the
campaign in general. We decided
this time to talk about campaign
leadership and activities in the vari¬
ous areas and to give a report on
overall progress to date.
It has been rather fascinating to
observe from the Alumnae Office
the build up and decline in mo¬
mentum of campaign activities
among alumnae in different sec¬
tions of the country. Each day, the
mail brings new information re¬
garding the activities taking place.
The earliest flurry of activity
seemed to have taken place in the
Far West Region, specifically in
California, under the leadership of
Gussie Turner Steele. Able and will¬
ing alumnae responded promptly to
her call for support and assistance.
Then Manya Carter created a stir
in the Great Lakes Region and re¬
ports started arriving from Cleve¬
land, Chicago and Gary. The next
significant activity was spearheaded
by Patricia Moody Pearsall in the
South Central Region where New
Orleans and Baton Rouge alumnae
organized rapidly and sent in
initial reports.
Action and enthusiasm in the
Northeast Region had apparently
been smouldering and suddenly with
a burst of vigor, reports began com¬
ing in from New York City. As if
awakened by the New York action,
Florence Hogan’s Heroines began
to move in the Atlanta Alumnae
Campaign. This Southeast Region,
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had spent a dormant period organ¬
izing; but shortly after the New
York flurry, the Southeast silence
was broken by a series of reports
from Atlanta and other Georgia
cities. We found that Nancy Fesson
Hawkins’ Georgia team, as if mov¬
ing to revive the old Nancy Hanks
train route, began to move through
Georgia and to shower the Office
with a series of reports. These re¬
ports continue to spark our mail
daily.
According to our most recent in¬
formation, we can anticipate the
next flurry of activity to come from
the Northeast Region specifically
from Washington, D.C. and from
the state of Mississippi in the South¬
east Region. Naomi Stith Queen in
D.C. and Ernestine Anthony Lips¬
comb in Jackson, Mississippi are on
the threshold of launching campaign
activities in their respective loca¬
tions.
In spite of these spurts of activity
in many locations, there are still
places from which we have not
heard. Alumnae everywhere must
“join up’’ and help to make our
campaign a true success.








South Central 15 2,740.00
Northeast 35 13,665.00
Far West 45 12,865.00





We have decided that it might be
well to keep everyone informed of
campaign progress by placing a
barometer in each issue of the
Messenger until the Campaign is
over. The rich black section of the
mercury in the barometer symbol¬
izes the amount of cash received
from alumnae toward our $250,000
goal; the lighter shade represents the
amount pledged over the three year
period. The colorless area of the
barometer represents the distance
we must go to reach our goal in
pledges and in fulfillment of pledges.
It is natural that the cash receipts
will be below the amounts pledged
at this point in time. What we are
really anxious about now is the
number of alumnae who must be
contacted to make their pledges. It
is obvious that we need your help.
Please contact the chairman of your
region and volunteer services in the
Alumnae Campaign. A listing of the
states by regions appears on this
page. Please identify your regional
chairman and write to her (see












Mrs. Ruby Handspike Clay
2838 Eleanor Terrace, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
South Central Region
Mrs. Patricia Moody Pearsall
5322 Trail Lake Drive
Houston, Texas 77045
Western Region




Mrs. Gussie Turner Steele
66 Gleary Court, #1010






A message from Eleanor I. Frank¬
lin, President, National Alumnae
Association and Chairman, National
Alumnae Campaign, to Alumnae:
Now that the Campaign is for¬
mally under way, we are in a posi¬
tion to officially organize the Na¬
tional Alumnae Association into
regions. Campaign Regional Co-
Chairmen are serving pro tempore
as the Regional Vice Presidents.
They will plan the first (or next)
conference for their region at which
a Vice-President will be elected and
also a regional Secretary-Treasurer.
These one-day conferences will be
occurring from time to time be¬
tween fall of 1973 and December of
1974. Please plan to attend your
conference when it is held.
There are six regions and regional
Co-Chairmen as follows:
Great Lakes Region
Manya Carter, Chairman; Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michi¬
gan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin
and West Virginia.
Northeast Region
Mary Adams Davis, Chairman;
Connecticut, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl¬
vania, Rhode Island, Vermont,
and Virginia.
Southeast Region
Ruby Handspike Clay, Chairman;
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mis¬
sissippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Tennessee.
South Central Region
Patricia Moody Pearsall, Chairman;
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Ok¬
lahoma, Texas and Missouri.
Western Region
Ernestine Wallace Gipson, Chair¬
man; Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nebraska, New Mexi¬
co, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Utah and Wyoming.
Far Western Region
Gussie Turner Steele, Chairman;
Alaska, California, Hawaii, Ne¬
vada, Oregon and Washington.
The Great Lakes Region met in
Chicago, Illinois, on October 27,
1973. Miss Manya Carter, Detroit,
was elected Regional Vice President
and Mrs. Ruth Ketchum Yarbrough,
Chicago, was elected Secretary-
Treasurer. (See account of meeting
in November, 1973 Spelman Mes¬
senger, pp. 30-31.)
The Constitution and By-Laws
and the plan for the financial struc¬
ture of the Association are being
reviewed so as to provide for the
new organization. Reports on these
changes will be heard at the annual
meeting of the Association in May.
The annual meeting of the Asso¬
ciation is scheduled for Saturday,
May 18, 1974 at the College. On-
campus lodging can be arranged for
a nominal fee by notifying the
Alumnae Office no later than May
6. Unfortunately, we have dormi¬
tory space only and cannot ac-
commodte men and children. If
you wish off-campus lodging, there
are motels nearby •— Paschal Motor
Hotel, Hunter Street, and Howard
Johnson’s Washington Street, South.
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The agenda for the meeting in¬
cludes:
Election of officers — Clubs may
suggest nominees for President, Cor¬
responding Secretary, Treasurer,
Historian, Chaplain, and Vice-
President to Miss Camilla Howard,
5 Burbank Drive, S.W., Atlanta,
Georgia 30314.
Possible plans for an alumnae
“Homecoming” for 1975.





We recently received a newsy
letter from Elise Dunn Cain, C’50,
regarding the visit of National
Alumnae Association President
Eleanor Franklin. Dr. Franklin was
in New Orleans during the New
Year holiday season and several
Spelman alumnae gathered to greet
her and share a delightful evening
together. Elise writes that two car¬
loads of Spelmanites drove down
from Baton Rouge to share the eve¬
ning with their New Orleans sisters
and their National Alumnae Presi¬
dent. Present for the occasion were:
Dorothy Myers Stepteau, Evelyn
Moore Williams, Grace Ross
Haynes, Lucile Morton Render,
Freddye L. Hill, Mildred Wynn
Penson, Genevieve Lawless Short,
Jacqueline Batholomew Temple,
Lillian J. Cain and Elise D. Cain.
Elise explained that this informal
gathering gave several Spelmanites
the opportunity to meet Eleanor for
the first time and also to “exchange
memories” and talk with Spelman
alumnae about their role in the
Alumnae Campaign.
It is always heartwarming to hear
of the enthusiasm alumnae exhibit
as they come together in various lo¬
cations and renew their bonds with
each other and our Alma Mater.
The Atlanta Spelman Club met
Wednesday December 5, 1973 in
the Faculty Guest House on the
Campus. Hostesses were Spelman¬
ites who are members of Les Debon-
naires Bridge Club. Following the
business meeting presided over by
the president, Miss Mary Woods,
and a delicious repast, Mrs. Ruby
Hardspike Clay conducted “A Holi¬
day Workshop.” Members who
brought materials were given in¬
struction in gift wrapping and pack¬
age design.
In February, 1974, the Club met
in its annual meeting with the gra¬
cious and affable hostess, Mrs.
Geneva Haugabrooks, who was cele¬
brating her 89th birthday. To her
amazement and pleasure, Club
members pinned her with a corsage




Below, we quote verbatum a
notice enclosed in a January 4, note
from Juanita Reddick Hill, C’36:
“The New York Spelman College
Development Campaign Committee
has designated 1974 as The Year of
Caring . . . caring about ourselves,
our Spelman sisters and our Alma
Mater. To show that we are dedi¬
cated to making the year meaning¬
ful, we are launching it at a No
Hostess-No Nonsense-Caring
Brunch on Sunday, January 6, 1974,
at Stouffer’s Restaurant... at 12
noon.
“No Hostess—Each pays for her
brunch.
“No Nonsense—Everybody will be
on time. The restaurant closes
for Brunch at 2 p.m.
“Caring—We will meet Betty Lane,
a Spelman sister who will have
her first professional concert at
Carnegie Hall on January 27.
We will bid farewell and God¬
speed to Lucia Holloway who is
moving to Pal a Alto, California
on January 15.
We will make plans and pledges
for full and loving participation
in the Spelman College Three-
year development Campaign.
“Merry Christmas and A Happy
New Year for Caring.”
The Messenger salutes the Com¬
mittee and bids it full steam ahead!
ALUMNA CELEBRATES
100th BIRTHDAY
On February 8, 1974 the follow¬
ing letter was received from Ms.
Juanita Marshall regarding Alumna
Addie Jones Brown, H.S. ’93:
“I am writing you on behalf of
an alumna who graduated in 1893
when the school was known as
Spelman Seminary. Her name is
Adeline Brown now known as
Addie Jones. She celebrated her
100th birthday January 28, 1974.
“Her church, St. Mark A.M.E.,
of which she has been a member for
sixty years held a birthday party for
her with about one hundred and
fifty guests in attendance. The
Mayor of the borough of Wilkins-
burg attended and Judge Livingston
Johnson of Common Pleas Court
among others. She also received
greetings from President and Mrs.
Nixon and Senator Hugh Scott.
“One of the highlights of her
party was an exhibit of her diploma
from Spelman mounted on a poster
board which showed also that the
school was organized in 1881.
“Mrs. Jones has resided at my
home for the past four years having
been a neighbor prior to that time.
She is still very alert and active; she
enjoys watching television and lis¬
tening to the radio. She looks for¬
ward everyday to talking with her
friends via the telephone. She is still
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interested in keeping up with cur¬
rent events and local community
and church events. She is still able
to attend church services about
twice a month.
“Addie never returned to Atlanta
since leaving in 1919 but keeps up
with changes that have occurred.
1 thought you might be interested in
knowing that she is still living and
speaks with great pride of her Alma
Mater. Our address is 1218 Glenn
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221, tele¬
phone number is 412-371-6250, in
case you wish to contact her.”
The Spelman family sends be¬
lated birthday greetings and con¬
gratulations to Mrs. Jones who is
probably our oldest living alumna.
Best wishes and sincere thanks
also go to Ms. Juanita Marshall for
her thoughtfulness in writing us
about Mrs. Jones. We are delighted
that she has the loving care of a
good friend such as Ms. Marshall.
.WANITA ROBINSON CARTER
RECEIVES DOCTORATE
Congratulations to Juanita Rob¬
inson Carter, C'66, MA, Atlanta
University, on having received the
EdD degree in special education
from the University of Oregon in
1972.
Dr. Carter is assistant professor,
Department of Special Education,
San Francisco State University and
also educational specialist at Audrey
L. Smith Developmental Center,
San Francisco, California. Juanita’s
husband, Dr. Allen C. Carter, is a
a clinical psychologist.
During advanced study, Juanita
was the recipient of a United States
Office of Education Fellowship,
1966-67 and a Social and Re¬
habilitation Service Fellowship. She
is included in the 1971 edition of
Outstanding Young Women of
America.
The Drs. Carter make their home




Kudos to Kathryn Brisbane who
was the first woman to be awarded
the Doctor of Social Work degree
by Tulane University. The degree
was awarded at the December, 1973
Commencement.
Dr. Brisbane was graduated with
a BA degree from Spelman College
in 1955. Her major was social sci¬
ence and minors, French and art.
In 1957, she received the MSW de¬
gree from the Atlanta University
School of Social Work. There her
area of concentration was in com¬
munity organization/group work.
In college, Dr. Brisbane main¬
tained an outstanding scholarship
record and because of it and the ex¬
cellence of her teaching, was
awarded financial assistance to pur¬
sue the doctorate degree. She was
the recipient of a Southern Educa¬
tion Fund Scholarship to write her
dissertation: The Effects of Indus¬
trialization on the Indian Joint
Family (India), the second study
made of the Indian joint family in
an urban setting. In 1969, she was
awarded a Ford Foundation Fellow¬
ship to do research on the Indian
Joint Family; in 1968 she was
granted a Ford Foundation Fellow¬
ship for graduate education and re¬
search in India which was renewed
to complete her second year of
course work at Tulane University.
In 1962, the Stanley Products
Foundation awarded her a grant to
study community organization and
administration at Syracuse Uni¬
versity. She also has studied aging
at the University of Georgia.
Dr. Brisbane has had wide ex¬
perience in the field of social work.
Presently, she is chairman, Methods
of Social Work Practice, and teaches
Integrated Methods Course, Ad¬
ministration; and Policy and Plan¬
ning at the Atlanta University
School of Social Work. Dr. Brisbane
also is coordinator of Grants and
Projects at Atlanta University. Her
work experience includes that of
field instructor with students in the
Atlanta Mayor’s office; work with
the Commission on Human Rela¬
tions and Regional Office of
Planned Parenthood; and employ¬
ment with the Atlanta University
Multi-Purpose Training Center in
the Sociology Department. In this
capacity, she was responsible for
the educational program for stu¬
dents in the department in teaching
community organization and de¬
velopment. After training in early
childhood education through semi¬
nars sponsored by the federal gov¬
ernment, she became the project di¬
rector and organizer of the Parent-
Child Center in Birmingham, Ala¬
bama and New Orleans, Louisiana.
In addition, she served as Project
Officer responsible for the educa¬
tional programs of Parent-Child
Centers in Dalton, Georgia and
Summerville, Georgia.
An active member of a number
of professional and civic organiza¬
tions, Mrs. Brisbane finds time to
volunteer her services to many
worthy associations. She is widely
traveled, having toured England,
Germany, Holland, France, Switzer¬
land, Spain, Italy, Austria, Yugo-
slovia, and Russia. She recently
journeyed to Israel, and along with
14 others, was a guest of the Israeli
government for eight days in Jan¬
uary. She is listed in Who’s Who
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Among American Women and the
Dictionary of International Biogra¬
phy.
She along with her husband, Dr.
Robert H. Brisbane, lived in India
for two years, 1957-59 while Dr.
Brisbane was serving as a Fulbright
Professor at Patna University. Dur¬
ing this time, she served as guest
lecturer on health and recreation at
the Government School of Health
and Physical Education, State of
Bihar. She also served as recrea¬
tional director of the Seminar on
American Studies sponsored by the
United States Educational Founda¬
tion of India.
Dr. and Mrs. Brisbane, (Dr. Bris¬
bane is professor of political science
at Morehouse College), are the par¬
ents of a daughter, Mrs. Henry Mil-
ton Shaw, Jr., (Phillipa A. Bris¬
bane), a Spelman graduate. They
make their home at 823 Magna
Carta Drive. NW. Atlanta, Georgia
30318.
BETTY LANE MAKES DEBUT
AT CARNEGIE HALL
On Sunday, January 27, 1974, at
2:30 p.m. Betty Lane, lyric soprano,
made her professional debut at Car¬
negie Recital Hall, New York City.
The program was presented by the
Harlem School of the Arts where
Miss Lane is studying with Dorothy
Maynor.
According to a review by John
Rockwell that appeared in the Jan¬
uary 29, 1974, New York Times,
“Miss Lane, who has been a mem¬
ber of the Santa Fe Opera appren¬
tice program and is now a part of
the Metropolitan Opera Studio, is an
attractive, slim woman with a warm,
rich soprano. The warmth is ob¬
tained in part through a slightly
swallowed production that some¬
times impedes clarity of articulation
and ease of coloratura. But the
sound is still a bright, free one, and
in most technical matters Miss Lane
is very good, indeed. She has a
lovely trill and a secure (if occa¬
sionally ever-so-slightly detached)
top, and she was able to float some
lovely high pianissimos.
“More crucially, she has a sure
sense of style, a good command of
languages and a welcome amount of
personality. Three delicious songs
by Faure and a group of spirituals
at the end — the legato in “Nobody
Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen” was
simply exquisite — were perhaps the
high points of her program . . .”
Betty, a 1964 graduate of Spel¬
man College, also earned the BS
and MS degrees at the Juilliard
School of Music, where she was a
scholarship student of Hans Heinz.
She has done additional study at
Academia Chigniana, Siena, Italy,
the Boris Goldovsky Opera Insti¬
tute, Massachusetts and Kathryn
Long Study Course, Metropolitan
Opera.
A native of Detroit, Michigan,
Betty gained early exposure to
music while in elementary and high
schools. She was a member of both
the orchestra, playing the violin,
and the choir. While attending
Central High School, she began
voice studies with Ollie Franklin,
Spelman graduate, who is now a
supervisor in music education for
the Detroit public school system.
In 1969, Betty was a winner of
the Marian Anderson award. Dur¬
ing that summer, she appeared in
recital at the Academia Chigiana in
Siena, Italy, and sang a leading role
in the European premiere of Migle
and the Bugs, an American opera
by Keith Gates. She also sang in a
performance of Brahms’ Liebeslie-
der Walz.er at the Theatro Rinnuo-
Siena.
As an apprentice artist with the
Santa Fe Opera Company, Betty
performed the roles of the Cook in
Stravinsky’s Rossignol and the Sec¬
ond Lady in Mozart’s Magis Elute.
She has appeared as Laurette in
Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi at Brook¬
lyn College, and in the title role of
Suor Angelica, also by Puccini, at
the Mannes College of Music. She
has other roles to her credit, some
of which are Pamina and the
First Genii — Magic Flute (Mo¬
zart; Deborah — A Fisherman
Called Peter (Richard Owens); Sus¬
anna— Marriage of Figaro (Mo¬
zart); and Norina—Don Pasquate
(Donizetti); Mimi, Mersetta ■—Bo-
lieme (Puccinni). She has made solo
appearances in such choral works
as Brahm’s Requiem with the Jul-
liard Orchestra and Chorus, Orff’s
Carmina Burana with the Norwalk
Symphony and the Huntington Phil¬
harmonic, and Mendelssohn’s Eli¬
jah with the New York Oratorio
Society. In addition, Betty has ap¬
peared as soloist with many orches¬
tras, including the Detroit Sym¬
phony Youth Orchestra, the Mon¬
mouth Symphony and the Brooklyn
Symphony Orchestra.
Currently, Betty is a recipient of
a study grant from the Kathryn
Long Foundation sponsored by the
Metropolitan Opera. Her most re¬
cent appearances were with the
Queensborough Little Symphony
performing Mozart’s Exultate Jubi¬
late, and in her first Detroit concert,
presented by St. Matthew’s — St.
Joseph’s Episcopal Church.
In private life, Betty is Mrs. Wil¬
son Moorman, III and she and her
husband make their home at 2 Ell-
wood Street, Apt. 3-G, New York
City 10040.
Congratulations to Betty from the
Spelman family and best wishes for





Kudos to Dr. Harriet Mitchel
Murphy, C’49, professor of political
science at Houston-Tillotson Col¬
lege, Austin, Texas, on having been
appointed the first Black female to
sit on a Municipal Court Bench in
Texas history. She was recently
sworn in as Municipal Court judge
during a brief ceremony in Austin.
An Atlanta native, Judge Murphy
earned the BA degree from Spelman
College in 1949 and the MA degree
in political science, Atlanta Uni¬
versity in 1952.
Judge Mitchell’s graduate thesis
in political science is on record in
the Israel Office of Information in
New York City. It is titled “Israel:
B’azing the Trail of Democracy in
the Middle East,” and according to
David I. Marmor of the Israel Of¬
fice, presents “a mastery of the facts
dealt with and a sound judgment
in the evolution of various factors
involved in the emergence of Israel
as an independent member of the
community of nations.”
For a period of eight weeks in
1954, she studied at the school of
Advanced International Studies, The
Johns Hopkins University, taking
graduate courses in French and
Belgian Africa and Africa in Con¬
temporary International Politics.
She has published the “Development
of Nationalism in French Morocco.”
Firsts are not strangers to Harriet.
She was a member of the first class
to receive the JD degree from the
University of Texas Law School in
1969. During her study at the Law
School, she was the only black stu¬
dent among 1,500 until she was able
to get a program started to recruit
blacks. A Committee was successful
in getting 6 blacks to enroll in the
Law School in September, 1968.
During the time she was studying
law, Harriet served as a Juvenile
Defender for Travis County, a
Legal Aide Student Attorney in the
city of Austin and as a part-time
professor of government at Hous¬
ton-Tillotson College.
In 1971 Harriet was named to the
U.S. Department of State's Advisory
Council on African Affairs to serve
for two years with a possible one
year extension. The Council was
first established in 1962 to provide
the Assistant Secretary for African
Affairs with the views of distin¬
guished persons drawn from various
fields of interest affecting Africa.
Last year Harriet along with
other members of the Advisory
Council on African Affairs visited
South Africa. The group talked with
South African political, cultural and
business leaders. In addition, they
talked to leaders of both Federal
and the Labour parties in the
Coloured Representative Council
as well as a number of Afrikaan
businessmen and some of the acade¬
micians of Stellenbosch. Upon their
return to Washington, the group was
expected to make important recom¬
mendations on future South African-
United States relationships.
Harriet is a member of various
professional societies and local or-
organizations. She is married to Mr.
Patrick Henry Murphy, Jr., an Aus¬
tin businessman and a supervisor
with the U.S. Post Office. They




Theodora Fisher James, C’26,
was one of three honorees at the
annual meeting of the Christian
Council of Metropolitan Atlanta on
December 18 at Grace Methodist
Church. Mrs. James was a recipient
of one of the first Fred W. Patterson
awards that the Council has given
for outstanding Christian service.
Dr. Adolphus Dickerson, presi¬
dent of the Council, presented the
award to alumna James and show¬
ered her with many glowing acco¬
lades regarding her work in the
Council and other civic organiza¬
tions. Mrs. James has served for
three years as chairman of the
Christian Emergency Help Center
Board and also as vice president of
the Christian Council Social Service
Division. She fondly refers to the
Emergency Help Center as the
heartbeat of the Christian Council.
It is dedicated to assisting indi¬
viduals and families in times of
crises. The Emergency Help Center
is known widely in Atlanta for its
response to crises situations by
providing funds to needy families
for rent and, thereby, preventing
families from being evicted from
their dwelling places. The Center
also gives financial assistance in
emergencies to pay utility bills, to
purchase food, clothing and pre¬
scribed medicines, and provide
transportation fares to jobs.
Mrs. James also works with Joint
Action Community Services, popu¬
larly known as JACS, in which an
active Big Brother program is oper¬
ating. Among other charitable ac¬
tivities in which Alumna James has
been involved are Christmas activi¬
ties at the Center. This aspect of the
program seeks to find organizations
and individuals to adopt needy
families during the Christmas sea¬
son and provide funds, items and
services to these families according
to their needs.
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It is complete involvement of
Theodora James is unselfish and
charitable activities as these that
caused Dr. Dickerson to refer to her
as “a woman who has worked tire¬
lessly in helping churches and indi¬
viduals, black and white, to learn
how to work together in serving the
needs of the whole community.”
Mrs. James has recently retired
from a highly successful music ca¬
reer in the Atlanta public school
system and. thus, has found more
time to serve in civic and religious
organizations. The College takes
pride in the achievements of Alum¬
na James and her service in pro¬
moting the spirit of Christian
brotherhood.
BRONZE WOMAN ELECTED
Delta Chapter of Iota Phi Lamb¬
da Sorority sponsored its annual
Bronze Woman of the Year activi¬
ties during the January 18-20 week¬
end. The annual banquet was held
on Friday evening at the Royal
Coach Motor Hotel in the King
Arthur Room. At this affair six
ladies were honored as Outstanding
Women of the Year. Two of those
honored were Spelman alumnae:
Mrs. Alma Vaughan Simmons,
C’ 43, for her work in art; and Dr.
Charlye Mae Thompson Edwards,
C '52, assistant professor of reading,
Morehouse College, for her work in
education. On March 18, Dr. Ed¬
wards assumes the position of direc¬
tor of staff development with the
Atlanta, Georgia, public school sys¬
tem.
An added feature of the banquet
program this year was that of hon¬
oring the Mother of the Year. At
this point in the program tribute
was paid to Dr. Irene Dobbs Jack-
son. C ’29, chairman. Department
of Romance Languages, North
Carolina Central University at Dur¬
ham, N.C., and mother of Maynard
H. Jackson, Mayor of Atlanta.
The banquet was an elegant af¬
fair, well-attended and enjoyed by
all in attendance.
On Sunday at 5:00 p.m. in the
Morris Brown College Hickman
Center the Delta Chapter members
convened their annual Bronze Wo¬
man of the Year Program. The ffnal
selection had been made from the
six nominees who had been honored
at the Banquet the night before as
Outstanding Women of the Year.
Excitement filled the auditorium as
the announcement came that Alum¬
na Alma Simmons had been chosen
the Bronze Woman of the Year.
Mrs. Simmons was recognized for
her outstanding work in art and for
her professional and civic achieve¬
ments. She currently serves as co¬
ordinator of art for the Atlanta pub¬
lic school system. In this post she
has the responsibility of projecting
the image of the public schools
through human relations and ad¬
vertising activities.
Alumna Simmons, a native Atlan¬
tan, was an art major at Spelman
and in 1961, she earned the MA
degree at Columbia University. Her
artistic talents were identified and
encouraged when she was a student
at Spelman. She received the Jerome
Award for Creative Achievement
during her junior year and, upon
graduation, she was the recipient of
the Julius Rosenwald Scholarship
which provided funds for her to
study at the Art Students’ League
in New York City. She has con¬
sistently worked at continuing to
develop her talent and is recognized
by her colleagues as a truly artistic
person.
In addition to her regular work,
alumna Simmons is involved in
many other activities. She is a mem¬
ber of the National Art Education
Association and the Georgia Asso¬
ciation of Teachers. She is also the
president of the District Art Educa¬
tion Association. In her spare time
she enjoys working with students
who are interested in learning about
visual media and she also engages
in free lance photography.
ALUMNA ACCEPTS
BOARD MEMBERSRIP
Ciarie Collins Harvey, C’37, has
accepted membership on the first
Board of Trustees for the Atlanta
University Center, Inc. Her first
term of Office with the Board began
officially on February 2, 1972 and
will extend for one year.
Spelman College is especially
proud to have Mrs. Harvey join the
Board as she is one of our able
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graduates and brings to the Board a
wealth of experience in education,
business, religious work and human
relations. Mrs. Harvey has inte¬
grated and internalized knowledge
that she has gained from her un¬
usual array of experiences and ac¬
complishments into a rare combi¬
nation of wisdom and wit, vision
and conviction, objectivity and
frankness, humility and a receptive¬
ness to new ideas.
Illustrative of her vision is
Womanpower Unlimited, founded
in 1961 by Mrs. Harvey long be¬
fore the advent of women’s libera¬
tion. Womanpower Unlimited was
founded as an interracial group
whose membership included Protes¬
tant, Jewish and Catholic women in¬
volved in rendering community ser¬
vices with a special focus on civil
rights. Mrs. Harvey is also one of
the founders and the director of
the State Mutual Savings and Loan
Association of Jackson, Mississippi.
This Association, founded in 1958,
is now a multi-million dollar black
establishment. Mrs. Harvey is presi¬
dent of the family businesses of Col¬
lins Funeral Home, Inc. and Collins
Insurance Company in Jackson,
Mississippi. In addition to expertise
in business and management, Mrs.
Harvey brings to the Board previous
Trustee experience. She served from
1958 to 1970 on the Trustee Board
of Rust College in Mississippi and is
presently a member of the Board of
Trustees of Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama and also the Children’s
Defense Fund, Washington, D.C.
Other significant posts held by
Mrs. Harvey include her appoint¬
ments by the Governor to the Mis¬
sissippi Commission on the Status of
Women and by the Mayor of Jack-
son to the Progressive Action Com¬
mittee of the city of Jackson. Mrs.
Harvey also serves on the Board of
Mississippi Industrial Special Ser¬
vices and is a member of the Mis¬
sissippi Advisory Committee to the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
She is Chairman of the Hinds Coun¬
ty Community Service Association
which is sponsored by the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
A sincere believer in the Christian
ethic, Alumna Harvey has worked
faithfully with religious organiza¬
tions. In April, 1974 she will com¬
plete service as National President
of Church Women United for the
triennium 1971 to 1974. Her exten¬
sive work with this and similar or¬
ganizations has carried her to many
foreign countries. A few of her
travels include the 1939 World
Conference of Christian Youth in
Amsterdam, Holland, the National
Disarmament Conference of 1962
in Accra, Ghana, the 1963 Peace
Pilgrimage and audience with
Pope John XXIII in Rome, Italy,
the 1971 Peace Talks in Paris,
France, and the 1973 World Con¬
ference on Salvation Today in Bang¬
kok, Thailand.
Alumna Harvey’s bachelor’s de¬
gree from Spelman is in Econom¬
ics. She is also a graduate of the In¬
diana College of Mortuary Science.
She earned the MA degree in Per¬
sonnel Administration at Columbia
University and has done further
study at New York University in the
graduate school of Business Ad¬
ministration and in theology at
Union Theological Seminary. In
December, 1971 Rust College hon¬
ored Mrs. Harvey with a Doctor
of Humanities degree.
This energetic alumna has re¬
ceived many honors and awards for
humane service. In 1963 the Gen¬
eral Board of Christian Social Con¬
cerns of the United Methodist
Church awarded her a citation for
outstanding efforts in Civil Rights
and Peace. She was honored as
Woman of the Year by the National
Funeral Directors Association in
1955 and in 1966 she received
the coveted Certificate of Merit
from the Alumnae Association of
Spelman College.
In addition to her many roles and
activities described above, this Mis¬
sissippi alumna is the wife of Dean
Martin L. Harvey, Jr., an A.M.E.Z
minister and the Dean of Student
Affairs at Southern University •—
serving the Baton Rouge, Shreve¬
port and New Orleans, Louisiana
campuses.
The Spelman Family welcomes
Alumna Harvey to the Trustee
Board of the Atlanta University
Center, Inc. and extends warm





In response to an appeal for ex¬
perienced teachers and persons with
specific skills, especially retirees to
help in other countries of the world,
the Reverend and Mrs. Charles A.
Crockett, Alma Ferguson, recently
volunteered for work in the Re¬
public of Liberia. They are teaching
at Ricks Institute. In a recent com¬
munication, Alma wrote:
“Believe it or not, according to
native Liberians, this is the mildest
January in many years. The weather
now is exactly like the kind we left
in Los Angeles — warm days and
cool mornings and evenings. In hot
Liberia we are sleeping under a
blanket.
“Monrovia is a rapidly growing
seaport town. It has many modern
buildings, streets, businesses, hotels,
and the like. It is part modern and
part far from modern. There is no
middle class of people — only upper
and lower — the well-to-do and the
very poor.
“Liberia has its own coins, but no
paper money. U.S. coins and paper
money circulate freely here. There
is no postal delivery service. Each
family has a post office box and
must pick up mail from the post
office.
“This Republic is predominately
Baptist, but there are several other
denominations here. Even in small
communities, the church buildings
are nice. Each denomination here
has a mission school. Ricks Institute
is owned and operated by the Li¬
berian Baptist assisted by the South¬
ern Baptist of U.S.A. Besides the
missionary schools, there are gov¬
ernment Schools throughout Li¬
beria.
“The Liberians are kind, friendly,
and appreciative. The other mis¬
sionaries on Ricks campus have
been extra kind and helpful to us
— making our adjustment faster
and easier.”
Earlier Alma wrote that upon
their arrival in Monrovia they were
surprised to learn that the school
year in Liberia is from March to
December which gives them a few
weeks to get adjusted and learn
some of the people. They are hap¬
pily situated in a modern, spacious,
furnished house on the Ricks Insti¬
tute campus. Ricks is a boarding
preparatory school, “large, modern,
beautiful, and considered by many
the best in Liberia.”
The Crocketts may be reached at
Ricks Institute, P. O. Box 114,
Monrovia, Liberia.
C ’31
Florence Morrison Hogan, re¬
cently retired principal of R. L.
Craddock Elementary School, At¬
lanta, Georgia, and an active volun¬
teer with the YWCA for more than
25 years, serves as secretary of the
YWCA’s Board of Directors. She
also is 1974 Coordinator of the
52nd annual membership campaign
of the Phyllis Wheatley Branch
YWCA. Florence, an active loyal
Spelman alumna is treasurer of the
National Alumnae Association of
Spelman College.
C ’34
Virginia Rose Hannon, ScD, in
hygiene, Harvard University, spent
a month last fall working for World
Health in Geneva, Switzerland. Vir¬
ginia, who lives in New York City,
is doing research in the field of
epidemiology at Rockland Mental
Hospital, Orangeburg, New York.
A loyal and indefatigable worker jn
the New York Spelman Club, she
also is serving a three-year term on
the Council of the Harvard Public
Health Alumni Association.
Last summer, at the invitation
extended some three years earlier by
Valerean Nesterov, then cultural at¬
tache at the Russian Embassy in
Washington, D.C., Sandra Fortune,
a student in the Janes-Haywood
School of Ballet, Washington, D.C.,
entered the Second International
Ballet Competition held in the Bol¬
shoi Theater, Moscow, Russia. For
ten days last June, 79 performers
from 23 countries on five continents
competed. Sandra’s partner was
Clover Mathis who did not compete.
In the first round the American
pair won the spirited approval of
the audience with the pas de deux
from Don Quixote. Sandra was
eliminated in the second round
when she and her partner did the
pas de deux from Adam’s Le Cor-
saire and for the contemporary
choreography requirements, per¬
formed Billy Wilson’s Les Deux, to
music by Debussy.
Sandra’s teachers, Doris Jones
and Claire Haywood, C’34, accom-
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panied her to Moscow and are justly
proud of their 22-year-old student
who has been attending the Jones-
Haywood School of Ballet for
eleven years.
C ’35
After a tour of duty of thirty-five
years as a teacher in the Carrollton
public school system, Mossie Alex¬
ander Robinson has retired and is
now home at 639 Aycock Street,
Box 43, Carrollton, Georgia 30117.
C ’42
Grace Hewell who has a continu¬
ing interest in science, technology
and education was in Japan last
year and participated in the Nippon
Telecommunications Center tour
sponsored by UNESCO. In Novem¬
ber and December of 1973, she
made a study-travel tour of com¬
parative education with Pi Lambda
Theta, professional honor society
in education, which included sev¬
eral cities in Russia.
In August, 1973, she attended the
Delta Sigma Theta Biennial Con¬
vention and gave direction to the
implementation of the educational
sessions developed by her for the
Convention around the theme, “Hu¬
man and Social Imperatives for the
World of Telecommunications.”
Recently, Dr. Hewell solicited a
total of two hundred dollars for The
Florence M. Read Scholarship
Fund. The money was contributed
in memory of Mrs. Dora Austin
Harris and Mrs. Josie Austin Har¬
ris, Dr. Hewell’s aunt and grand¬
mother, and Mesdames Genevieve
Parks Murcer, Jane Hope Lyons,
Sadye Harris Powell and Nellye
Harris Hannon.
Dr. Hewell is Senior Program Of¬
ficer, Adult Education, U.S. Office
of Education Region II (New York,
New Jersey, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.)
C ’44
For the past seventeen years,
Dorothy V. McGee McCoy has
been employed as a teacher at Beha
Junior High School 6, Manhattan.
At present, she also is serving as Ad¬
ministrative Aide to the principal
which involves a multiplicity of as¬
signments.
In an effort to improve her teach¬
ing and administrative capabilities,
Mrs. McCoy, MA, Atlanta Univer¬
sity, 1955, has taken additional
graduate work at Columbia Univer¬
sity, City College of New York City
and Hunter College. In addition, in
1969, Mrs. McCoy received State
Certificates from the New York
State Department of Certification in
supervision, administration, home
economics, biology, and general sci¬
ence — grades 7-9.
Mrs. McCoy’s up-to-date address
is 116-28 Van Wyck Expressway,
South Ozone Park, New York
11420.
C ’48
Harvard Neighbors invited the
community to attend an exhibit of
paintings by painter, Bettye Wash¬
ington Harwell, January 24 through
February 13, 1974 at 17 Quincey
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Mrs. Harwell is a member of Har¬
vard Neighbors, Boston Negro Art¬
ists Association, Reading Art Asso¬
ciation and Lynnfield Art Guild.
In 1973, Mrs. Harwell received
honorable mention for her painting
“Balloons” in the Lynnfield show.
She also has exhibited in the Mel¬
rose Public Library, Avco Printing
Company, Dorchester, and Amer¬
ican Mutual Insurance Company,
Wakefield.
C ’52
It is good to have Yvonne Kech-
em Trippett in the States again. She,
her husband T/Sgt. Frank M. Trip¬
pett, Jr., United States Air Force
and four children have been living
in Praira da Victoria on the island
of Terceira, the third largest of the
nine islands which form the Azorean
Archipelago, where T/Sgt. Trippett
has been on a tour of duty. Their
adress is 1135 Phelps Circle, Moun¬
tain Home, Idaho 83647.
Yvonne is teaching fifth grade in
the Mountain Home Public school
system but teaches on the Air Force
Base. She also is listed in the 1971
edition of Who’s Who in Elemen¬
tary Teachers in America.
The November 22, 1973 The
Washington Post carried an article
titled “Kindergarteners Cook Own
Feast” which described a project
sponsored by two kindergarten
teachers at Brightwood Elementary
School, Washington, D.C., Alumna
Bettye Peterson Johnson and Toni
Colella. The teachers let their 78
pupils, ages 4Vz and 5, prepare and
eat, with supervision, a Thanks¬
giving feast.
Each child donated $2 for the ac¬
tivity. Their mothers cooked two
10-pound turkeys, made Pilgrim
hats and Indian headdresses, and es¬
corted them to the supermarket to
buy all “the trimmings.”
The mothers also supervised the
children who prepared the re¬
mainder of the menu.
Mrs. Johnson explained that the
project was a learning experience
and highly successful. She said, “We
thought we would give the children
the whole experience of preparing
a Thanksgiving dinner. It is difficult
to identify with something if you
haven't had any experience with it.”
During the preparation of the meal,
the teachers and children talked
about the colors of fruits and vege¬
tables and their shapes, sizes and
textures. Since the curriculum is
based on social studies, Mrs. John¬
son pointed out that the teachers
and students were able to incorpo¬
rate math, music and social studies
in the preparation of the food.
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C ’57
Rebecca Gordon Jackson, a coun¬
selor at Carver High School, was re¬
cently appointed to a three-year
term on the Georgia Proprietary
School Advisory Commission by
State Superintendent Jack P. Nix.
“The responsibilities of the nine-
member commission are to make
recommendations to the State Board
of Education concerning rules,
regulations, and procedures re¬
quired in the administration of the
Proprietary School Act.”
C ’59
Marilyn Francis Krigger, as¬
sistant professor of history, College
of the Virgin Islands, St. Thomas,
was in Atlanta January 30 through
February 2, attending a Consortium
on Research Training at the Paschal
Motor Lodge. Marilyn took time
out to make a visit to her Alma
Mater to greet teachers and other
friends, and to see the physical
changes on campus since she was
here for reunion in 1969.
C ’61
Jeanette Smith Carded, MEd.,
Florida Agricultural and Mechani¬
cal University, 1968, is a program
leader with Extension Home Eco¬
nomics II, 408 West University
Avenue. Gainesville, Florida 32601.
Mrs. Cardell’s home address is
1712 S.E. 12th Avenue, Gainesville
32601.
Mrs. Eddie Mae Jones Ward,
2341 Fifth Street, Muskegon
Heights, Michigan 49444, wrote to
the Reverend Norman Rates, Col¬
lege minister, recently saying how
much she cherishes the spiritual life
she was exposed to at Spelman
which continues to be so meaning¬
ful in her life and that of her family.
Eddie Mae is a kindergarten
teacher in a project ghetto area and
works with her husband, Joseph N.
Ward, Morehouse ’58, who is a
principal in the public school sys¬
tem of Muskegon.
The Wards are parents of two
lovely children, Sabrina, 1 I and
Joey 9.
C ’63
In December, 1973, A dye Bel
Sampson Evans sent in a contribu¬
tion to the Alumnae Campaign and
wrote that she is a librarian at the
Institute for Social Research. Her
husband, Billy Joe, a 1963 graduate
of Morehouse College, is an asso¬
ciate professor at the University of
Michigan, Department of Geology
and Mineralogy. Mr. and Mrs.
Evans and their three children
make their home at 1754 MacIn¬
tyre, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.
Marie Thomas Foster, versatile
actress and a native Atlantan, is cur¬
rently appearing in the soap opera,
“The Doctors,” as nurse Lauri
James. The show is viewed on NBC-
TV daily by millions of people.
Marie‘s talents — acting, singing
and dancing — have been displayed
on theatre stages, in films, television
programs and commercials. She is
also appearing as Electra off Broad¬
way in the Urban Arts Corps pro¬
duction of Sartre’s “The Flies.”
Earlier this year, Marie had the
leading role in “Croesus and the
Witch” at Philadelphia’s Locust
Theater. She also sang and danced
in the Broadway musical “Don’t
Bother Me, I Can’t Cope” and was
understudy to one of that show’s
leading actresses.
Upon graduation, Marie, a drama
major at Spelman, went to New
York City to study on a year’s
scholarship at the American Theater
Wing School. She worked at a com¬
munity center in Brooklyn and later
taught dance and drama part-time
in several boroughs in New York.
In 1966 her professional break came
— she appeared in an industrial
film on Medicare. This gave her
entry to the Scroon Actors Guild.
Marie is married to Mr. Joel Fos¬
ter who owns a company named for
their son, Christopher, which pro¬
duces television commercials and
industrial films. The Fosters reside
at 294 Keer Avenue, Newark 071 12.
C ’64
Helen Grape’s up-to-date address
is 1850 Lochlomand Trail, Atlanta,
Georgia 30331 and works as super¬
visor of the foster home finding unit
of the Fulton County Department
of Family and Children Services.
Just prior to moving from New
York City to Palo Alto, California,
Lucia Holloway sent in her final
Campaign report. Kudos to Lucia
who wrote that she had been pro¬
moted to an even more demanding
job. She will be working at the JBM
Programming Center in Palo Alto.
We are delighted to learn that
Lucia plans to attend her reunion in
May. She may be reached at 3875
Park Boulevard, Apt. 9, Palo Alto
94306.
Beverly Pearl Whatley and Mr.
Lester McDonald were married in a
beautiful ceremony in the home of
the bride in Atlanta, Georgia during
the Christmas vacation. The parents
of the bride gave a lovely reception
for the newlyweds at the Bird Cage.
Beverly is a systems analyst at the
University of California at Berkeley.
The McDonalds are making their
home at 378 Van Buren Avenue,
#301, Oakland, California 94610.
C ’67
Vernestine Bynes and Mr. Walter
C. Murphy were married in a sol¬
emn and beautiful ceremony on
April 15, 1973, in Macedonia Bap¬
tist Church, Valdosta, Georgia. The
newlyweds are making their home
at 2435 Omaha Road, S.W., Atlan¬
ta, Georgia 30331.
Congratulations to Madelyn P.
Nix, who was recently appointed an
assistant personal trust officer,
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trust and estates administration of
Marine Midland Bank, New York
City.
Madelyn began at Marine Mid¬
land in 1970 as a management as¬
sociate. Since 1971, she has been
assigned to trust administration.
In addition to the BA degree from
Spelman College, Madelyn earned
the JD in 1970 from Emory Uni¬
versity Law School and the MBA
degree from Fordham University
Graduate School of Business in
1973.
Jo Ann Whatley is a writer for
educational television in New York
City. She resides at 24 West 95th
Street, #2. New York City 10025.
C ’68
We are always pleased to receive
an up-to-date address for an alum¬
na. Myrtress G. Eddieman, ’53,
wrote that Cheryl Summers Ransom
teaches French in Carver High
School, Birmingham, Alabama. She
and her husband Richard, make
their home at 1601 Bush Boulevard,
Birmingham, 35208.
Ondrea Hightower Simpson sent
in her new address as 3390 Fair-
burn Road, B-18, Atlanta, Georgia
30331.
Melody McDowell, 9406 South
St. Lawrence, Chicago, Illinois, was
awarded the MS in education with
concentration in school librarian-
ship and communication media,
Chicago State University, Chicago,
Illinois, on January 13, 1974. Pres¬
ently, she is employed as librarian
at the new Orr High School, Chi¬
cago.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mitchell,
Roslilly Howard, are rejoicing over
the birth of their second son, born
Friday, January 4, 1974. The
Mitchells make their home at 6605
Green Valley Circle, Apt. 201,
Culver City, California 90230.
C ’70
Miriam L. Blalock writes that she
is executive field director for Girl
Scouts of North Alabama, Inc.
Miriam’s up-to-date address is 2215
Mastin Lake Road, Apt. A-7,
Huntsville, Alabama 35810.
Marquelyn Jackson Smith, M.A.,
with a concentration in reading,
University of Arizona, is a reading
specialist in the public school system
of Phoenix, Arizona. She teaches
reading at the Carl Hayden High
School.
The reading program there offers
three levels of modeern reading
techniques: the clinical program de¬
signed for the 1st and 2nd stanine
student who doesn’t have an ade¬
quate decoding system for breaking
down words; the corrective program
designed for the 3rd and 4th stanine
student who has some decoding
skills: and the developmental pro¬
gram designed for the average or
above average reader. Marquelyn
does most of her teaching from
paperback books, newspapers, mag¬
azines and her belief that a little
trust and understanding opens many
new opportunities for improvement.
The Smiths make their home at 702
N. 30th Street, Phoenix 85009.
Brazellia Wilson Smith, 4701
Shoals Road, #4-G, Union City,
Georgia 30291, is a stewardess for
Eastern Airlines. In January, 1974,
President Manley was a passenger
on a flight serviced by Mrs. Smith.
C ’71
Stanlie James teaches in the So¬
ciology Department of Central State
University, Wilberforce, Ohio and
also teaches a course at Central
State West in Dayton, Ohio. Stan-
lie’s address is Central State Univer¬
sity, Wilberforce, Ohio 45384.
Natalie V. Kennedy writes from
4545 Forest Park, Apt. 406, St.
Louis, Missouri 63108, that she re¬
ceived the MS in SW in May, 1973
from the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work, Washington
University, St. Louis. Natalie is
presently employed as Executive Di¬
rector of the Junior Kindergarten, a
private preschool in St. Louis. Con¬
gratulations to Natalie on having
been selected for inclusion in the
1973 edition of Outstanding Young
Women of America.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Marzo on the birth of a baby
boy, Brandon Frank Lonnie, born
on November 3, 1973. Brandon
joins his 3Vi year old sister La-
Tonya Melissa. Trudy and family
reside at 3207 Washington Road,
#1, East Point, Georgia 30344.
Barbara Haygood McCullars cur¬
rent address is 2605 South Indiana
Avenue, Apt. 1108, Chicago, Illi¬
nois 60616. Barbara expects to com¬
plete work for the MA degree at
Roosevelt University of Chicago.
Suvess Ricks Reddick, 1865 West
Edgewood, Jacksonville, Florida
32208, is a teacher in a junior high
school in the Jacksonville public
school system.
C ’72
Sylvia Baker, a Columbia Uni¬
versity MBA candidate this spring,
visited the campus recently en route
back to New York following Christ¬
mas vacation. Her picture appears
in the February 22, 1974 Business
Week magazine. In commenting on
employment opportunities for wo¬
men holders of the MBA degree she
said that the corporate recruiters she
has spoken to so far are very intent
on hiring women MBAs. “Many
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companies are even developing spe¬
cial programs to bring women
MBAs into middle and upper man¬
agement positions.”
After having attended Georgia
Institute of Real Estate, A. Elaine
McNair recently joined Brown
Realty Associates, Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia, as a saleswoman.
Janifer E. Thompson, MS School
of Library Service, Atlanta Univer¬
sity, is a serials cataloger librarian
at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hills, the second profes¬
sional Black to join the University
library system.
C ’73
In June, 1973, Cynthia Patterson
and Mr. Lonzy Lewis were married
in a beautiful ceremony in Atlanta,
Georgia. The newlyweds reside at
1017 Westview Drive, S.W., #A-5,
Atlanta, 30310. Presently, Cynthia
is studying in the area of special
librarianship in the School of Li¬
brary Service, Atlanta University.
Wilhelmeta Johnson is now a
stewardess with Delta Air Lines
ATTENTION: ALUMNAE
Please send us information and
news about yourself for the Messen¬
ger.
Keep us informed of your change
of name, your whereabouts and re¬
movals, and the interesting things
you do—advanced study either aca¬
demic, professional or technical; the
institution in which you studied and
IN MEMOR!AM
The Spelman family extends sym¬
pathy to relatives and friends of
these Alumnae whose careers are
ended:
On August 1, 1973, Miss Jean
Dooley, former student, in Atlanta,
Georgia.
On August 3, 1973, Miss Edith J.
Keeling Moseley, HST7, in Detroit,
Michigan.
On November, 1973, Miss Ethel
Love Gibbs, HS’22, Atlanta, Geor¬
gia.
On November 21, 1973, Mrs.
Genevieve Parks Murcer, C’40, in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
On February 8, 1974, Mrs. Carol
Blanton Diggs, C’33, in Baltimore,
Maryland.
following completion of a four-week
training course at Delta's Steward¬
ess School at the Atlanta, Georgia
Airport. Miss Johnson is based in
Chicago, Illinois.
degrees earned; the fellowships and
graduate assistantships received to
do additional study; service to the
community; honors and awards re¬
ceived; travel.
Members of the 4 classes—1904,
1914, 1924, 1934, 1944, 1954, 1964
— are reminded that May, 1974 is
their reunion month. Please plan
now to be on hand for reunion and
FORMER STUDENT
Kudos to Emma Foster, Chil¬
dren’s librarian at the Detroit Public
Library’s Parkman branch who re¬
cently was designated “Librarian of
the Year” and received the Staff
Memorial and Fellowship Associa¬
tion award. Emma’s address is 4020




Inadvertently, on page 27, an
error occurred in listing Ted Shine
as the author of the creation play
“The Fall.” Obotunde Ijimere is
the author.
On page 29, column 1, Maynard
Jackson entered Morehouse Col¬
lege in 1952 as an early admission
student.
alumnae activities, Friday, May 17-
Monday, May 20, 1974.
The Alumnae Office is trying to
bring every alumna’s address up to
date. Please help by sending in
names and addresses of all alumnae
in your community to Mrs. Ernes¬
tine E. Brazeal, Alumnae Secretary,
Spelman College, Atlanta, Georgia
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